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ABSTRACT 
 
In the last five years, social networking sites (SNS) have emerged as popular online 
platforms for people to make “Friends” online, that enable people to not only map one’s 
offline connections online but also engage in creating connections with new people based on 
similarity of interest. Simultaneously, globalization has led to increasing migration that has 
resulted in the creation of the diaspora, who find themselves away from the familiar spaces 
and people of their homeland and are encouraged to look for new ways to create 
communities. In this context, while use of traditional media such as television, radio and 
home videos, and contemporary mediums of ethnic websites and online newspapers have 
hitherto enabled diasporic members to keep in touch with their homeland and form 
connections with other dispersed co-ethnic members, the presence of SNS seem to offer a 
new platform for the diaspora to engage in diasporic identity and community construction. 
The presence of numerous Indian diasporic groups on social media platforms like Orkut and 
Facebook indicate their growing popularity with the diaspora. In order to explore the 
significance of such online communities for diasporic individuals and examine their online 
practices, this thesis conducts a virtual ethnography of the Indians in London (IIL) 
community on Orkut. Using qualitative methods of interviews and participant observations, 
and by analyzing one archived forum thread, the thesis examines if these online 
congregations of diasporic Indians can indeed be correctly understood as “communities” and 
if SNS emerge as an “alternative” platform for the diaspora to make connections with other 
diasporic members who share similar circumstances and aspirations. By opting to see 
through the participants’ eyes, this thesis offers an insight into IIL members’ beliefs about 
the community and their everyday practices on the forum through which they are able to 
“imagine” it as a community. The thesis concludes with the argument that although IIL 
community witnesses high dependence on it by its members, for seeking information and 
companionship, and for reiterating their national identity, there is a limited sense of 
commitment to the community by its members that eventually questions its ability to emerge 
as a substitute for an offline community. 
 
Key Words: Social networking sites, Indian diaspora, community, identity 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
We are today living in an increasingly networked world and online social networking 
is emerging as one of the most popular methods for people to connect to each other. While 
the ability to network through computer-mediated-communication is as old as the Internet 
itself, social networking sites (SNS) have unleashed a new dimension and space for users to 
network and maintain contacts. These sites offer people new and varied ways to 
communicate via the internet wherein people are allowed to create their own web pages or 
profiles and to construct and display an online network of contacts, often called “friends”. 
Users of these sites are then able to communicate not just with people they know but also 
with people outside their list of contacts. So far, one of the most suitable definition of these 
sites has been offered by Boyd and Ellison who articulate social networking platforms as 
‘web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile 
within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a 
connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others 
within the system’ (2007). This concept of networking, which inherently attempts to bring 
people together with similar interests, has been applied to numerous specific and generalized 
interests. For example, there are sites that focus specifically on business networking such as 
Linkedin, sites that are niche-specific and revolve around common themes like pet lovers or 
car enthusiasts and yet others that aim to develop users’ specific hobbies or passions such as 
photo sharing (Flickr) and video sharing (YouTube). Thus these sites enable users to enhance 
their skills, knowledge and above all ‘network’ base by allowing interaction amongst people 
with similar interests or concerns. While the latter are characterized as sites hosting ‘user-
generated content’ and have their focus on ‘content creation’, there are others (and arguably 
the most popular examples of online networking) which typically cater to the development of 
online ‘social’ networks, where the word ‘social’ is understood in its literal sense of ‘seeking 
or enjoying the companionship of others’. Hence, these are websites about making friends, 
relations and connections in the online world with people whom we know and others whom 
we would like to know.  
 
Indeed, the last six years have seen a dramatic increase in the presence and use of 
social networking websites (SNS) with Facebook and Myspace, the two most popular social 
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networking sites accounting for more than 400 million users worldwide1. These users are 
testimony to not just its magnanimous growth but are also attempting to grasp how potent 
this medium has been in transforming the way they communicate, form and maintain virtual 
‘friendships’; traversing from their offline realities to engage with new and existing 
relationships online. Simultaneously, there has been a wide amount of multidisciplinary 
research on both the engagement of various users with these sites and the impact of such 
online social networking and interaction on its users. As these sites were initially designed 
with the younger demographic as their target users and continue to have the largest 
membership amongst teenagers and university students till today, much of the scholarship 
has focused on studying young peoples’ use of SNS.  
 
Despite the obvious popularity among the younger demographic, what is significant 
are the various kinds of users and cross section of people, that it has offered a space for 
meeting and advancing their interests. One such significant section of people using SNS 
comprise people in the diaspora, whose active presence online I realized once I moved away 
from my home country for pursuing higher education. The intensification of globalization 
has resulted in an increased movement of population across borders and the subsequent 
emergence of diasporic communities which are far removed from their homelands.  A 
cursory initial research demonstrated that although popular SNS like Orkut and Facebook are 
not sites dedicated to a particular diasporic or racial audience; these sites are appropriated by 
various diasporic groups for their own community interaction. These sites have become 
animated spaces for interaction among diasporic groups that are using them for discussing 
subjects as varied as their immediate concerns of finding jobs and accommodation in a new 
country, to ways of celebrating religious festivals; from discussing the challenges and 
comforts of their lives in their ‘adopted home’ to inevitably discussing weightier issues of 
where they belong, what their identity is and what they could do to preserve the culture of 
their ‘original home’. These sites have thus become new centers of diasporic discursive 
activity and present themselves as a new field of research in order to understand the nuances 
of diasporic communication, the representation of ethnicity in new media and how these 
spaces ultimately enable the diaspora to negotiate their new identities and realities. 
                                               
1 Source http://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=190423927130, Accessed on 02.12.2009; 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/04/technology/companies/04myspace.html , Accessed 10.11.2009 
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Unsurprisingly, the Indian diaspora, which comprises more than 20 million people2 
living outside of India and constitute the socio-legal category called the Non-Resident Indian 
(NRI), has so far been the focus of an increasing amount of scholarly research within new 
media studies. For instance, Mitra (2006) has focused on US South Asian immigrants’ use of 
“cybernetic safe spaces” to give voice to their Indian (immigrant) identity, which they are 
unable to express in other contexts. His research analyses how online spaces are used to 
recreate cultural and religious practices of identity formation, as immigrants feel increasingly 
threatened by the sociopolitical and economic backlashes against them in a post-9/11 
environment. Barbar (2001) discusses the significance of cybershrines, virtual worship sites 
as well as cultural and heritage portals which allow Indians abroad to access spirituality in a 
virtual way, and how the majority of orders for products and services from these sites come 
from outside India. Likewise, Mallapragada (2006) has examined the relationship between 
home, homeland and homepage in the 1990s and the creation of an Indian-American web 
that reflects the politics of belonging for NRIs. An important aspect of this involves 
accessing news from back home, via newspapers and other news sources, including the 
‘nationalist jingoist’ kind, as Brosius (1999) has described.  
 
Although these studies suggest that the internet and other new media can provide the 
possibilities for establishing an alternative public sphere, none of the researches so far have 
undertaken an investigation of the practices on social networking sites per say, in the context 
of the Indian diaspora’s active engagement with it for various purposes. Hence, in the 
context of the small but growing literature on Indian diaspora’s use of various virtual spaces 
for numerous diasporic projects, and the simultaneous emergence of social networking sites 
as a social media platform with an ever increasing popularity among Indians and the Indian 
diaspora, it is meaningful to bring SNS into the ongoing discussion and put the research 
spotlight singularly on diasporic members’ use and understanding of the same. 
 
In terms of statistics and popularity of social networking site use, while Facebook is 
the most widely used SNS in the world, among Indian users, Orkut ─ the social networking 
service owned and operated by Google, emerges as the most popular site followed by 
                                               
2 GOI website (2004): http://indiandiaspora.nic.in/ , Accessed on October 15, 2009 
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Facebook. While it is not as popular as Facebook and MySpace in the US, its user base 
primarily constitutes of users from Brazil and India. According to a February 2009 press 
release by ComScore, Orkut reigned as the most visited social networking site in India in 
December 2008 with more than 12.8 million visitors, an increase of 81 percent from the 
previous year. Orkut’s Indian audience was three times the size of its nearest competitor 
Facebook.com, which captured the number 2 position with 4 million visitors.3 This 
popularity also extends among the Indian diaspora, as demonstrated by the presence of 
numerous diasporic Indian communities on the platform, although the exact figure of the 
number of Indian diasporic communities on Orkut is not publicly known.  
 
In addition, it is interesting to note that while social networking sites are extremely 
popular with members of the Indian diaspora, intense interaction among diasporic 
individuals appears to be more prevalent on a few, selective social media platforms and not 
all. In this respect, it is the platform of Orkut that appears significant because of the intense 
and sustained interactions that take place on this site. One such diasporic forum on Orkut is 
the Indians in London (IIL) community, which comprises more than 14, 000 members and is 
notable for the almost incessant interactions that take place on the forum, especially on (but 
not limited to) issues that revolve around “current developments back home” or those that 
elicit debate about Indian identity, religion or culture. While on the one hand, following 
Rheingold’s definition of virtual communities, which he describes as ‘…social aggregations 
that emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long 
enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in 
cyberspace”(1995: 5), one would be tempted to consider such diasporic social formations on 
Orkut as communities, it also propels one to ask what motivates SNS users in the diaspora to 
cultivate such webs of personal relationships online? In order to determine whether these 
social aggregations on SNS can indeed be correctly understood as communities and gauge its 
significance in the participants’ lives, it is important to access the experience and 
understanding of diasporic users of SNS themselves. This would also help deconstruct the 
reasons as to how a particular SNS not only becomes the site for sustained diasporic 
interaction but also aides the construction of diasporic, cultural identity by its members. 
                                               
3
 Source: http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2009/2/India_Social_Networking 
Accessed 1 January 2010 
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To undertake this investigation, I consider the Indians in London (IIL) community on 
Orkut as a case study and focus on the everyday practices of its members. Through this case 
study, this thesis aims to address the following two central research questions that aim to 
examine the perceptions and practices of the IIL members: 
• How do IIL members experience and understand “community” on the social media 
platform of Orkut? 
• How do members create and maintain the Indians in London (IIL) community? 
 
In addition, since the community emerges as a site for regular discussions on 
members’ identity that invariably raise questions about one’s “belonging”, this thesis seeks 
to address the following sub- research question: 
• How do IIL members engage in the construction of diasporic, cultural identity 
through their online interaction/practices on Orkut? 
 
A large majority of diasporic members, especially students and professionals, are 
spatially distanced from each other. This, as Tsaliki argues, has ‘increased their need for 
alternative forms of community formation’ (in Karim, 2003: 176). Hence, in examining the 
above research questions, it is worth exploring if SNS do offer an “alternative” means for re-
creating a sense of community and if congregations on these online spaces hold the promise 
of emerging as a substitute for offline community formations. 
 
For this purpose, in the following chapter, a theoretical framework is constructed by 
drawing on a range of past literature on the four key dimensions of this thesis, namely social 
networking sites, diaspora, cultural identity and virtual communities. Each of these four 
pillars is discussed in detail and an effort is made to highlight the linkages that run through 
all of them. While the section on social networking sites, firstly delineates the key features of 
profiles, friends and comments on the sites as their distinguishing characteristic from other 
online platforms, it also presents a discussion on how SNS do not merely allow public to 
gather but are publics themselves, emerging as locations where speech takes place. Further, it 
underlines SNS as networked publics where the “searchability” feature, in particular, plays a 
significant role in enabling diasporic members to find each other and congregate on Orkut. 
The section on virtual communities raises pertinent questions about the reasons for online 
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community formation by the diaspora, and what makes them perceive such congregations as 
a community in the first place. To address the latter aspect, the thesis applies Baym’s model 
to establish the pre-existing factors that influence participation online and how these factors 
are appropriated by diasporic members to “imagine” a community on the social networking 
site. Finally, the section uses the concepts of co-operation and reputation to understand the 
success of IIL community on Orkut, while analyzing members’ practices and perceptions on 
the community. The sections on diaspora and identity cover a wide range of theorists in order 
to provide for a conceptual framework through which the members of IIL can be identified 
and an effort is made to elucidate, in this chapter and in Chapter 4, how these concepts and 
theories apply to the case of IIL community. 
 
 Having established a theoretical framework, in the following chapter (Chapter 3), this 
thesis presents the methodology of virtual ethnography used for answering the central 
research questions. Since the focus of this research was to learn about IIL members’ beliefs 
and behaviour online, it was deemed important to see “through the participants’ eyes” and 
hence virtual ethnography provided an ideal methodological framework for this task. Using 
qualitative methods of in-depth interviews, participant observations and by accessing one 
archived thread, valuable data was obtained, such that results could be triangulated by 
comparing results from the three methods. This task is undertaken in Chapter 4, which 
presents analysis of interview data by deriving themes through the method of coding, while 
simultaneously employing the techniques of narrative analysis and interpretation to examine 
the central and sub-research questions. It then presents a discussion of the observation data in 
detail and these results are then verified through the analysis of one archived thread, thereby 
considering online discussions not simply as social interactions but also as texts. 
 
Finally, in Chapter 5 the results obtained are encapsulated, providing a closing 
perspective on how, although social networking sites emerge as an “alternative” space for 
imagining community and constructing identity by the diaspora who experience both a ‘crisis 
of familiar space’ and a crisis of identity, their high dependence on online networked spaces 
like the IIL forum is accompanied by a fair degree of scepticism on the strength of ties 
formed online; making it unlikely for IIL to emerge as a substitute for an offline community. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE THEORY TAPESTRY 
 
In the rapidly changing landscape of communication technologies, the introduction of 
social networking sites like Orkut, contribute to the variety of mediated platforms at the 
disposal of diasporic individuals to engage in identity construction and community 
formation. In this backdrop, in order to examine how diasporic Indians create and experience 
community on Orkut and engage in constructing their diasporic identity, this chapter presents 
a theoretical framework drawing from past literature to discuss the four key concepts 
involved in this investigation; namely social networking sites, virtual community, diaspora 
and cultural identity. An effort is also made here to elucidate the interconnections between 
these concepts and invoke theory and examples that are particularly suited for the 
examination of the chosen case i.e. Indians in London (IIL) community on Orkut. 
 
Social Networking Sites 
 
Social networking sites, since their introduction have attracted millions of users, for 
many of whom it has become part of their everyday lives. At the time of writing this thesis, 
there are hundreds of SNS incorporating new information and communication tools such as 
photo/video sharing, instant messaging, blogging and applications such as games and 
quizzes, etc., which support a wide range of interests and practices. As this thesis focuses on 
the Indian diaspora’s use of Orkut, I limit the discussion to the social and communication 
aspects of using a social networking site by drawing on the recent multidisciplinary literature 
that relates to online networks that support social interaction rather than those that discuss 
sites dedicated to business networking or creation of user-generated content (UGC) like 
YouTube, Flickr etc. (as the latter’s primary focus is on content creation and sharing rather 
than the development of online social networks). 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, Boyd and Ellison define SNS as web-based 
services that allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded 
system, articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and view and 
traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system (2007). They, 
however, choose to use the term social “network” sites rather than social “networking” sites 
due to two reasons. According to them, "networking" emphasizes relationship initiation, 
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often between strangers and while networking is possible on these sites, it is not the primary 
practice on many of them. Secondly, what makes these sites unique from other forms of 
computer-mediated-communication is ‘not that they allow individuals to meet strangers, but 
rather that they enable users to articulate and make visible their social networks. This can 
result in connections between individuals that would not otherwise be made, but that is often 
not the goal, and these meetings are frequently between "latent ties" (Haythornthwaite, 2005) 
who share some offline connection’. However, in contrast to their first argument, it is the 
“relationship initiation” character that emerges most prominently when considering the use 
of Orkut by diasporic members. As the discussion of the chosen case study would 
demonstrate in later chapters, members of the Indian diaspora in London categorically 
engage in initiating relations with others who share a common background, origin or 
circumstances to form a virtual community. Also, while Boyd and Ellison focus on the 
“public articulation” of one’s social network to describe SNS’s distinctive feature, it is worth 
reflecting on why users would want to articulate their social connections publicly. One of the 
greatest advantages of such articulation is that it enables users to meet new individuals online 
i.e. friends of friends, and hence the intention of networking is implicit in the articulation of 
friendship connections. Due to this reason, it can be argued that the term social “networking” 
is a valid and apt term to describe websites that make such online connections possible and 
hence I adopt this terminology for the purpose of this thesis.  
 
Key features of SNS 
Amongst the wide range of technical features of different SNS, the most key and 
consistent feature are the visible profile pages of users that are used by them to display an 
articulated list of Friends4 who also happen to be users of the system. Sundén defines profiles 
as unique pages where one can "type oneself into being" (Sundén, 2003, p. 3). On joining a 
SNS, an individual is first asked to fill a form containing a set of questions which relate to 
ones age, location, interests and an “about me” section. This information is then used to 
generate the user’s profile page. This also includes a profile photo which most sites 
encourage users to upload. In addition, users are able to enhance their profiles by adding 
                                               
4 In order to differentiate the articulated list of Friends on SNSs from the colloquial term "friends," the former 
has been capitalised in this thesis. 
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multimedia content or modifying their profile's look and feel. Sites such as Orkut and 
Facebook also allow users to add modules, called "Applications" to enhance their profile.  
 
The visibility of the profiles varies between sites and depends on user discretion in 
some cases. For example, profiles on Friendster and Tribe.net are crawled by search engines 
which make them visible to anyone, regardless of whether or not the viewer has an account. 
In contrast, LinkedIn controls what a viewer may see based on whether she or he has a paid 
account and MySpace allows users to choose whether they want their profile to be public or 
"Friends only”. In the case of Orkut, users can customize their settings to allow ”myself”; 
“only my friends”; “friends of friends” or “everyone” to access content such as contact 
information, videos, photo albums, testimonials and access to writing or reading the 
scrapbook, thereby providing users the means to control the privacy settings of their online 
content and interactions. Hence, ‘structural variations around visibility and access are one of 
the primary ways in which SNS differentiate themselves from each other’ (Boyd and Ellison: 
2007).  
 
After joining a social networking site, users are asked to identify others in the system 
with whom they have a relationship. The labels for these relationships differ depending on 
the site and popular terms include "Friends", "Contacts" and "Fans." While most SNS require 
bi-directional confirmation for friendship, there are some that do not. These one-directional 
ties are sometimes labeled as "Fans" or "Followers," but many sites call these Friends as well 
(ibid). It is interesting to note here, as Boyd points out, that the term “Friends” does not 
necessarily mean friendship in the everyday vernacular sense and the reasons why people 
connect can be varied (Boyd, 2006). Also, as mentioned earlier, the public display of 
connections is a crucial component of SNS. The Friends list contains links to each Friend's 
profile which enables viewers to traverse the network by clicking through the Friends lists. 
On most sites the list of Friends is visible to anyone who is permitted to see the profile, but 
on Facebook and LinkedIn users can opt out of displaying their network. While, on 
Facebook, users can customize their settings to allow “no one”; “just friends”; “friends” and 
“friends of friends”; “everyone in some of their networks”; or “everyone in all of their 
networks” to view their Friend list, on Orkut, there is no option to limit the visibility of one’s 
Friends list and hence a user’s friendship connections are visible to all. This difference 
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highlights Orkut’s relatively open system infrastructure that allows navigating to other’s 
profiles from anyone’s Friends list, thus encouraging relationship initiation and networking 
amongst individuals who do not already know each other offline. 
 
These sites also allow users to communicate through various mechanisms. For 
example, in most SNS users can leave messages or “comments” on a section of their Friends’ 
profiles. This section on Friendster is, for example called “Testimonials”, on Facebook it is 
called “The Wall” and on Orkut it is referred to as the “Scrapbook”. On most SNS these 
messages are public in nature as they can be read by anyone who is allowed access to a 
user’s profile page but Orkut allows users to restrict access to the scrapbook, as mentioned 
earlier. In addition, private messaging options are made available which are similar to 
webmail. Further, in order to enable interaction amongst users in real-time, leading SNS such 
as Orkut and Facebook have also made available a chat service on their sites. Hence, 
although different SNS vary greatly in terms of features and applications offered Boyd 
argues that it is the three key features of profiles, friends and comments on social networking 
sites that differentiate it from other types of computer-mediated-communication (Boyd, 
2008: 124). And the one uniform characteristic of these three practices which make them 
significant is that they take place in public (ibid). 
 
SNS as Networked Publics 
It has been argued that social networking sites not only allow publics to gather but at 
the same time they serve as a space where speech takes place and hence are publics 
themselves (Boyd: 2007).  These sites tend to distinguish between public and private, where 
public means that a profile is visible to anyone and private means that this viewership can be 
regulated to include Friends-only (Boyd, 2008: 125). Boyd argues that the types of publics 
that gather on SNS and the types of publics that these SNS support are deeply affected by the 
mediated nature of interaction. Hence, it is important to recognize them firstly, as publics 
(and not simply public) and then as networked publics. ‘Networked publics are one type of 
mediated publics; the network mediates the interaction between members of the public’ 
(ibid). It is important to differentiate networked publics from mediated and unmediated 
publics as the architectural differences impact the nature of social interaction. According to 
Boyd, the three features that distinguish mediated publics from unmediated publics are the 
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aspects of persistence, replicability and invisible audiences. In unmediated environments, the 
boundaries and audiences of a given public are structurally defined. For example, if an 
accident occurs in a particular street, the audience to see it will be limited to the people 
present at the place and there access to visuals and sound will depend on their proximity to 
the incident. In contrast, if the accident is mediated, say by broadcast media, it can be 
recorded and reproduced for multiple showings in the future (i.e. made persistent), thus 
reaching an audience beyond those who were present at the scene to witness it first hand (i.e. 
replicated to an invisible audience). Thus the potential audience is affected by the three 
properties of mediating technologies. While, in the context of a broadcast, a viewer would 
not be able to view the incident as and when he wants, this is possible if the incident is 
recorded and uploaded for innumerable views on any social networking site such as 
YouTube or Orkut. Hence, it is the additional feature of ‘searchability’ that distinguishes 
networked publics from unmediated publics and helps define the architectural scope of social 
networking sites.  
 
In other words, a mediated public and especially a networked public could potentially 
consist of all people across all space and all time, resulting in a “mixed” audience. 
Networked publics make it nearly impossible to have structurally enforced borders, unlike 
unmediated publics, and as a result a wide spectrum of SNS members become audience to a 
person’s online content. So when a user posts information or comments on his or her profile 
page on Orkut, it is not restricted to a particular public like other diasporic members but is 
simultaneously being read by colleagues, friends and family members. This can result in 
misunderstandings and confusion as users project the context in which they relate to the 
individual offline onto the individual in the new online space (2008: 133). Hence, Boyd 
explains that the context of communication on SNS is constructed and maintained through 
participation, and not observation. However, such misunderstanding does not hold true when 
an Orkut user writes on the forum of IIL as the community offers a bounded location where 
interaction is limited to a particular, rather than a mixed, audience of diasporic Indians in 
London. This demonstrates that it is possible to create a niche public despite the mixed 
public that SNS are structurally designed to create. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the 
boundaries of Orkut communities like IIL are primarily produced and maintained 
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discursively than through structural barriers as some communities are kept “open to non-
members” by their moderators and hence are potentially accessible to a diverse audience. 
 
Further, it is interesting to note that social networking sites are primarily organized 
around people, unlike early public online communities such as Usenet and public discussion 
forums which were structured by topics or according to topical hierarchies. SNS are 
structured as personal (or "egocentric") networks where the individual is at the center of his 
own community, thus indicating a shift in the organization of online communities (Boyd and 
Ellison, 2007). Using Barry Wellman’s words they explain that SNS are more akin to 
unmediated social structures where "the world is composed of networks, not groups" 
(Wellman, 1988: 37). According to Wellman, “a group is a special type of network: densely- 
knit (most people are directly connected), tightly bounded and multistranded. Even though 
people view the world in groups, they function in networks. In network societies, boundaries 
are permeable, interactions are with diverse others, connections switch between multiple 
networks and hierarchies can be flatter and recursive” 
 
Nevertheless, Boyd and Ellison aptly point out that even though SNS are often 
designed to be widely accessible, many SNS attract homogeneous populations initially. This 
has resulted in the formation of groups that segregate themselves by nationality, age, 
educational level, or other factors that typically segment society, even if that was not the 
intention of the designers. The formation of diasporic groups such as IIL on Orkut is a case 
in point and demonstrates the appropriation of a generic networking site by diasporic Indian 
members for their own community interaction.  
 
Virtual Community 
 
In analyzing the use of online networked spaces by diasporic individuals for 
community formation, it is pertinent to discuss three key aspects. Firstly, it is important to 
grasp the reasons for such online community formation by the diaspora. Secondly, it is worth 
asking what occurs in such online aggregations that enable members to perceive it as a 
community. For analyzing this question, Baym’s model has been used to show how pre-
existing structures on Orkut are appropriated by members that enable them to “imagine” a 
community. And finally, it is essential to understand how members of an online community 
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like IIL manage to solicit responses from numerous other diasporic users of Orkut based in 
London, who provide advice and companionship without knowing each other in person. In 
other words, what makes this scale of cooperation and camaraderie possible?  
 
Online Diasporic Communities  
In order to understand the practice of online community formation by the diaspora, 
Mitra (1997) argues that the construct of commonality becomes central as technology 
provides the ability to communicate across boundaries and limitations that the traditional 
community imposed. In his study of Indian members’ use of Usenet for forming online 
communities, Mitra explains that ‘what produces community in the era of Internet are the 
shared systems of culture, language and beliefs that are spread across large distances and 
consequently the opportunities for community formation vis-à-vis the Internet have 
broadened in scope and possibilities’ (1997: 58). In the context of diasporic users of Usenet, 
he explains how the Indian diaspora, geographically displaced and distributed across large 
areas are gaining access to computer mediated communication (CMC) technologies and are 
increasingly using these technologies to re-create a sense of virtual community through a 
rediscovery of their commonality. Further, he argues that when one is able to discuss 
community at the more abstract level of shared practices and experiences such as language 
and media, it is possible to understand how a shared system of communication such as CMC, 
with its shared language and systems of meaning can be used to produce community that do 
not need geographic closeness. In this sense, the construct of the “imagined community” 
becomes powerful in thinking of online communities. For him 
the electronic communities formed by diasporic people are indeed imagined 
connections that are articulated over the medium of the internet, where the only 
tangible connection with the community is the computer, a tool to image and 
imagine a group affiliation (1997: 58). 
 
In explaining why diasporic members feel the need for online community formation 
Mitra argues that ‘the sense of community online is based on an original home where 
everyone belonged….Since the original home is now inaccessible, the Internet space is co-
opted to find the same companionship that was available in the original place of residence’. 
Hence, the loss of geographic proximity is the raison d’etre for the mobilization of the 
Internet space (ibid: 71). Echoing this explanation is Tsaliski, whose research on the Greek 
diaspora’s use of Internet Relay Chat (IRC) demonstrates that majority of the immigrants, 
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particularly students and well educated professionals, are spatially distanced from each other 
which increases their need for alternative means of community formation. Cyberspace is then 
perceived and experienced as a place where people share a sense of belonging, forms of 
expression, meanings and emotions, language, memories and rules of conduct which are as 
genuine as their real life counterparts (Tsaliski, in Karim, 2003: 176).  
 
“Imagining Community”: Baym’s model 
The above arguments are in keeping with Anderson’s observation that all 
communities beyond the primal face-to-face are imagined, a process which is enabled by the 
media and focus on looking at the “style in which they are imagined” (Anderson, 1983: 6). In 
this context, Nancy Baym (1998) proposes a model for examining how a community formed 
online comes to be perceived as such by its members in the first place. She argues that the 
“style” in which a community is imagined online is shaped by a range of pre-existing 
structures. These include external contexts, temporal structure, system infrastructure, group 
purposes and participant characteristics. According to her, in ongoing communicative 
interaction participants strategically appropriate and exploit the resources and rules those 
structures offer. This results in the creation of a dynamic set of social meanings that enable 
participants to imagine themselves as a community. Of these social meanings, the most 
significant are the emergence of group specific forms of expression, identities, relationships 
and normative conventions (in Jones, 1998: 38). Hence, this model presents a suitable 
framework by which to understand the pre-existing structures that influence community 
formation on Orkut and their subsequent appropriation by IIL members for the construction 
of social meanings that help them imagine it as a community. While each of these aspects 
will be referred to during the course of the analysis of the chosen case in Chapter 4, I briefly 
describe these pre-existing structures in the context of IIL community, here. 
  
As Baym has noted, there are “multiple external contexts” that influence online 
community interaction. Of these, it is worth referring here to the most determining external 
context that shapes members’ interaction on IIL, namely their diasporic status. This 
particularly involves discussion on their efforts at orienting themselves with the logistics of 
living in a new country like acquiring appropriate accommodation, attending to visa and tax 
related matters, the shared aspiration of nurturing connections with the homeland by 
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following and discussing developments in India and finding avenues of direct involvement 
such as through remittances and political participation. This apart, participant characteristics 
also emerge as external contexts, as being predominantly young, Anglophone (in addition to 
their common knowledge of Hindi and other Indian languages), middle class, first generation 
immigrants, pursuing higher education or working in UK and having access to new 
communication technologies provides for a common ground whereby members can expect to 
understand each others’ challenges and aspirations. Thereafter, the temporal structure of 
Orkut is of significance as all communication on IIL takes the form of asynchronous posts. 
This allows members to read as well as respond to posts and contribute to threads at any 
time, allowing them time to compose and rewrite messages before sending them. The 
temporal structure of participating on IIL is also influenced by the fact that most members 
access IIL from home as the use of social networking sites is usually discouraged at work 
places. Hence, although interaction takes place throughout the day, there tends to be greater 
traffic on IIL forum in the evenings or during weekends. Likewise, the system infrastructure 
of Orkut bears significant influence on the practices of participating on IIL. Firstly, it is the 
system infrastructure that determines the asynchronous temporal pattern of communication 
on IIL. Thereafter, the system infrastructure of Orkut allows keeping access to the 
communities restricted to members or open to public. In the case of IIL, it is the latter option 
that is exercised by the moderators of the community, thereby allowing any Orkut member to 
read comments on the IIL forum. Further, there are no restrictions on joining the community 
and on becoming a member; one has the option of posting on the forum. As will be discussed 
later, this results in intrusion by Orkut users who choose to post hate-comments on the 
community. Finally, group purposes involve (as analysis of qualitative data will later 
demonstrate) making friends, asking for and offering advice, information sharing, discussing 
issues ranging from religion and politics to Bollywood films and cricket, or engaging in idle 
chatter, that is popularly referred to as T.P (time pass) by IIL members. These pre-existing 
structures are appropriated by IIL members in a manner that enables their construction of 
social meanings through which they are ultimately able to imagine and perceive it as a 
community. 
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Cooperation with unknown others 
Finally, in order to understand how such cooperation and collaboration is made 
possible on IIL, it is useful to draw upon Howard Rheingold who has made use of the two 
theories of Cooperation and Reputation systems to explain how people on the networked 
public sphere manage to act in concert with each other using new media technologies, even 
though they might have never met in person. According to him, people (whom he refers to as 
“smart mobs”) are able to co-operate in ways never before possible because they have access 
to technology that combines both computing and communication capabilities. He argues that 
‘the power of smart mobs comes in part from the way age-old social practices surrounding 
trust and cooperation are being mediated by new communication and computation 
technologies’ (2002: xix).  
 
According to Rheingold, a networked public sphere is correctly viewed as a 
commons or an artificial public good. A public good is defined as a resource from which all 
may benefit regardless of whether they help to create it. In this context, it is useful to 
recognize IIL community as a public good in the networked public sphere of Orkut where all 
members benefit from but are not mandated to contribute to its preservation or growth. This 
gives rise to the collective action dilemmas that all users face while using the commons of 
IIL. A collective action dilemma is the perpetual balancing of self interest and public goods. 
Thus, when Orkut users become members of communities such as IIL, they are faced with 
the dilemma of only reading or also contributing to the forum to keep it an active space. As 
analysis of qualitative data later illustrates, there are several reasons, such as mocking or 
criticism from group members, which may dissuade members from actively posting on the 
forum, giving rise to a “dilemma” for members. While in such situations, members may find 
it in their interest to abstain from expressing their views on the forum, it may not however be 
in the interest of sustaining the online community ─ a space which depends entirely on the 
discursive participation by its members. The fact that IIL community on Orkut is one of the 
most active and vibrant communities on the site is made possible by members who not only 
read threads to obtain advice, information and companionship but also post on the forum to 
freely share knowledge and content. This indicates the operation of two theories, theory of 
cooperation and reputation, in the absence of which the community could have met with the 
very famed “Tragedy of Commons” in which each member pursues his own interest without 
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considering the overall welfare of the community. This is typically the case with several 
communities on Orkut (diasporic or otherwise) where although there are many members in a 
community, there is little or no interaction through forum posts, thus demonstrating that no 
one has contributed to preserve the commons. Rheingold argues that cooperation in a 
community is made possible by the science of reputation systems i.e. by the desire to 
maintain one’s reputation. Reputation is a recurring leitmotif in the discourse of cooperation 
(Olson in Rheingold, 2002: 35). This explains why the IIL space has so far witnessed the 
coming together of numerous diasporic individuals, previously unknown to one another, to 
cooperate with each other in creating a virtual community of Indian immigrants in London. 
In other words, the IIL community that forms the case study of this thesis demonstrates the 
two values in action.  
 
 In addition, it has been noted that ‘some system to monitor and sanction members’ 
action was a common feature of every successful community....Many people are contingent 
cooperators, willing to cooperate as long as most others too’ (Smith, in Rheingold, 2002: 37). 
This proves to be a significant factor and is demonstrated in the case of IIL as well. The 
presence of moderators in the IIL community, works to regulate behaviour online and 
offensive comments solicit a graded system of sanctions, ranging from a warning to 
members’ being “banned” from posting on the forum. Additionally, it is worth noting that 
new members are encouraged to join the community and actively post on the forum by 
taking the cue from existing active members, thus demonstrating that members are willing to 
cooperate since many other members do. 
 
Finally it is worth asking ‘what do people gain from virtual communities that makes 
them continue sharing information with people they might never meet face to face?’ 
(Rheingold, 2002: 30). According to Mark A. Smith, it is “social network capital, knowledge 
capital and communion” that drive people to participate. People can put in a little of what 
they know and how they feel into the online network and draw out large amounts of 
knowledge and opportunities for sociability than they put in (in ibid). However, at this point, 
it is important to note that cooperation and conflict are both aspects of the same 
phenomenon. One time tested way of inducing a group to work together is to introduce an 
external threat. Cooperative enterprise and inter-group conflict have co-evolved because the 
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ability to recognize who is inside and who is outside a group’s boundaries is integral to both 
intra-group cooperation and inter-group conflict. This phenomenon is observed in the case of 
IIL as well; as the analysis in Chapter 4 later demonstrates, members belonging to the PIL 
(Pakistanis in London) community, posting hate-messages on IIL forum serve to bring the 
community together against these apparent “outsiders”.  
 
Diaspora  
The term ‘Diaspora’ is derived from the Greek word diaspeirein, which suggests the 
scattering of seeds and implies some description of dispersal5. In this section, I firstly 
delineate the various approaches to understanding diaspora, by presenting the theoretical 
divide that emerges between those who use diaspora as a descriptive tool, such as Safran 
(1991) and Cohen, (1997), and those who apply it as a process, such as Gilroy (1993), 
Clifford (1994) and Vertovec (2000), and demonstrate how the latter provides definitions 
that are particularly suited for understanding the case of the Indian diaspora in this study. 
This is followed by a discussion of the concept of “knowledge diasporas”, which is yet 
another approach of identifying the diasporic members of the Indians in London community. 
The term diaspora evokes two social spheres of interaction ─ the place of residence and the 
place from which migration has occurred. In this context, a brief discussion is undertaken on 
how the diasporic condition questions notions of “belonging” in order to make a 
comprehensive understanding of the concept possible. 
 
Cohen’s Description of Diaspora 
Robin Cohen (1997) argues that in the midst of varying meanings of diaspora, one 
aspect that is common for all diasporic communities is the acknowledgement that their 
country of origin always has some claim on their loyalty and emotions. This claim may be 
strong or weak depending on circumstances or historical period but a ‘member’s adherence 
to a diasporic community is demonstrated by an acceptance of an inescapable link with their 
migration history and a sense of co-ethnicity with others of a similar background’ (1997: ix). 
His approach involves viewing diaspora as a mode of categorization, based on which he has 
identified five typologies of diaspora and suggested particular diasporic communities as 
                                               
5
 Traditionally, the use of this term has been limited to refer to the expulsion of Jews from Israel and their 
subsequent exile to Babylon. As a result, the classical form of diaspora relates to forced movement, exile and 
consequent sense of loss derived from an inability to return. 
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exemplary cases of each typology. They are (i) Victim diaspora (African and Armenian); (ii) 
Labour diaspora (Indian); (iii) Trade diaspora (Chinese and Lebanese); (iv) Imperial diaspora 
(British); and (v) Cultural diaspora (Caribbean). Even though Cohen does clarify at the onset 
that the above classification is not meant to suggest a ‘perfect match between a particular 
ethnic group and a particular type of diaspora’ and that there are overlaps and things can 
change overtime, such classification nonetheless remains problematic. For example, Kalra et 
al argue that to reduce an Indian diaspora to labour migration presents this as the key factor 
in shaping the contours, cultures and settlements of the entirety of that diaspora (2005:12). 
This does not account for a myriad of other factors that go into such creation such as the 
movement of highly qualified IT professional to Silicon Valley or presence of banking 
professionals and doctors of Indian origin in the UK. Cohen, further, builds upon the 
framework developed by William Safran (1991) to provide a list of 9 conditions which when 
satisfied allows the application of the label ‘diaspora’6. The crux of his argument is the need 
to adopt a more relaxed definition of diaspora which includes a variety of ethnic migratory 
groups and experiences and thereby departs from the hitherto commonly accepted 
catastrophic tradition.  
 
Vertovec’s Meanings of Diaspora 
Another framework for understanding diaspora is offered by Steven Vertovec whose 
emphasis is not on categorizing people but rather on focusing on the multiple meanings that 
emerge from ethnographic work. His point of departure lies in the argument that since 
diaspora has come to include ‘(…) immigrants, guest-workers, ethnic and ‘racial’ minorities, 
refugees, expatriates and travelers’, such overuse and under-theorization of the term has 
threatened its descriptive usefulness (2000:141). Hence, he offers three meanings of diaspora 
based on his work in Trinidad and Britain. 
1) Diaspora as social form 
2) Diaspora as a type of consciousness, and  
3) Diaspora as mode of cultural production 
Each of these meanings of diaspora given by Vertovec is of relevance when considering the 
nature of the Indian diaspora that engages in community formation on Orkut. By ‘diaspora as 
social form’, Vertovec primarily highlights three aspects. Firstly, it refers to the social 
                                               
6
 These conditions are presented in the appendices. 
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relationships that emerge as a result of common origins and migration routes. It includes 
maintenance of a collective identity based on a historical experience, institutionalizing 
networks which transcend territorial states, maintenance of ties with the homeland, solidarity 
with co-ethnic members in other countries of settlement and fostering feelings of alienation 
and difference when not fully accepted by ‘host society’ (2000:143). Secondly, it refers to a 
tension of political orientation between loyalty to homeland and that of the host country. 
Thirdly, it refers to particular economic strategies that diasporic groups employ to mobilize 
collective resources such as transfer of credit, investment of capital and provision of services 
among family, extended kin and co-ethnic members.  
 
These meanings were amply elucidated by IIL members during the qualitative 
interviews conducted for this thesis. For example, by revealing that ‘IIL is such a vibrant 
community because all of us are bound by a common thread...of culture of respect…of 
missing our homes and also a strong feeling of kinship and camaraderie’, the informant 
highlights what enables them to form social relations on the virtual networked space of IIL. 
Their responses serve to underline that social relationships in the diaspora emerge as a result 
of common origins and circumstances and involves solidarity with co-ethnic members in 
their collective longing for their homeland. Similarly, the tension of political orientation 
between loyalty to the homeland and that of the host country becomes apparent among 
members of IIL through their discourses on the forum. One of the informants, in particular, 
drew attention to the discussion about ‘British Born Confused Desis7’, popularly referred to 
as “BBCD’s” on IIL, by explaining how they are “stuck” between two cultures. The 
informant, who is a first generation immigrant (and hence not a BBCD), was nevertheless 
able to identify with the situation,   
‘I am now here in UK and meet European gurls n [sic] stuff but my parents 
expect me to stick to strict Indian values which makes me feel like if m gonna 
[sic]  live here then how am I gonna [sic] keep both groups happy…meaning 
stuck between 2 cultures... In such threads people try to justify greatness of 
India which particularly comes to light once they go abroad…meaning they don’t 
wanna [sic] cut loose but wanna [sic] live abroad’ 
 
                                               
7
 Desi refers to people and practices originating in the Indian subcontinent. 
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This negotiation over loyalties became apparent when informants were asked during the 
interview where they think they “belong”. While some informants were quick to assert that 
they belong in India but support England during cricket and football matches, one of the 
informants revealed that ‘my heart says India but my mind says UK’. Thus Vertovec’s 
meaning of diaspora as a social form emerges as one of the key theoretical definitions for 
understanding the diasporic congregation of Indians on IIL. Vertovec also argues that the 
three domains (of social relationships, tension of political orientation and economic 
strategies) illustrate a triadic relationship between (a) globally dispersed yet collectively self-
identified ethnic groups; (b) the territorial states and contexts where such groups reside; and 
(c) the homeland states and contexts from where their forebears came. Such a notion of 
‘triadic relationships’ is amply demonstrated by the nature of social activities carried out by 
the Indian diaspora on the virtual space of IIL, thus providing a useful framework for 
analyzing the range of opportunities afforded by and availed through social networking sites 
today. As the themes generated in Chapter 4 (such as ‘Seeking information’, ‘India focused 
discussion’ and ‘Offline meetings and celebrations’) will later demonstrate, the topics 
discussed on IIL make clear the linkages that exist between dispersed members’ 
acknowledgement of other co-ethnic members and their constant engagement with issues 
relating to the territorial spaces where they currently reside and those from where they have 
originated.  
 
Diaspora as a type of consciousness refers to a state of mind and a sense of identity 
whose particularity is marked by dimensions of a dual and paradoxical nature. According to 
Vertovec, this nature is constituted negatively by experiences of exclusion and 
discrimination, and positively by identification with a historical heritage (such as ‘Indian 
civilization’) or contemporary world cultural or political forces. Advancing Gilroy’s (1987, 
1993) argument of a diaspora’s awareness of decentred attachments, of living with  a sense 
of being simultaneously ‘home away from home’ or ‘here and there’, he argues that such an 
awareness of multi-locality stimulates the need to conceptually connect oneself with others 
who share the same ‘roots’ and ‘routes’. Using Stuart Hall’s explanation that a diaspora is 
comprised of ever-changing representations that provide an ‘imaginary coherence’ for a set 
of malleable identities (1990), this meaning of diaspora helps define an attitude of those who 
wish to connect both to their homeland and their country of settlement. This further finds 
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resonance in Cohen’s observation that is particularly relevant to this research, where he 
suggests that  
‘…transnational bonds no longer have to be cemented by migration or by 
exclusive territorial claims. Rather, in the age of cyberspace, a diaspora can to 
some degree be held together or re-created through the mind, through cultural 
artifacts and through a shared imagination’ (1997: 26). 
 
This meaning of diaspora as a type of consciousness is also highlighted by the informant’s 
response quoted earlier, articulating an attitude among diasporic Indians like himself who 
wish to connect both to their homeland and their country of settlement, invariably drawing 
attention to their awareness of decentred attachments. In engaging in such a dual pursuit, the 
networked space of IIL provides a location for seeking an “imaginary coherence”; a place 
where members create a diasporic community through a textual discourse based on shared 
cultural artifacts, experiences and of course, imagination. 
 
Lastly, the meaning of diaspora as a mode of cultural production is usually invoked 
during discussions on globalization. It describes diaspora as involving ‘the production and 
reproduction of transnational social and cultural phenomena’. Vertovec explains his point by 
quoting Hall: 
‘Diaspora does not refer us to those scattered tribes whose identity can only 
be secured in relation to some scattered homeland to which they must at all 
costs return…The Diaspora experience as I intend it here is defined not by 
essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary heterogeneity and 
diversity; by a conception of identity, which lives with and through, not 
despite, difference; by hybridity’ (1990: 235). 
 
Furthermore, Vertovec argues that production of such hybrid cultural phenomena is 
especially found among diasporic youth (original emphasis) whose primary socialization has 
taken place with the cross currents of differing cultural fields. This is plausible as ‘facets of 
culture and identity are often self consciously selected, syncretised and elaborated from more 
than one heritage’ by the youth (2000:154). More importantly, he underlines that global 
media and communications are a key avenue for such flow of cultural phenomena and the 
consequent transformation of diasporic identity. As the members of IIL are primarily young, 
first generation Indians immigrants, who arrived in UK as students or high- skilled 
professionals and stayed on, their socialization is influenced by aspects of both their home 
culture and of the new territories where they reside. However, the discourse on IIL forum 
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suggests that instead of such socialization being an unconscious process, the diasporic 
consciousness of IIL members is formed through carefully selected aspects of both cultures 
and syncretised to create unique representations of their diasporic identity. For instance, IIL 
members not only refer to each other as “mate” ─ a distinctly British form of reference, 
finish their sentences with “innit?” (instead of isn’t it) and decide to meet up for drinks from 
time to time, thus partaking in typical British pub culture; such “meet ups” are also common 
for celebration of Indian festivals in London to keep Indian culture and habits alive. 
Interestingly, the use of Hinglish language ─ a hybrid of English and south Asian languages 
─ which is common in India and amongst British Asians is also noticed on the IIL forum. It 
includes usage of words such as “time pass8’’ “badmash9”and “prepone10” by IIL members, 
thus indicating the adaption of the English language in ways suitable for Indians. In other 
words, the diasporic status functions as a mode of cultural production, whereby 
‘transnational social and cultural phenomena’ are reproduced and aspects of them carefully 
adopted and synthesized to create hybrid identities, that are distinct for their heterogeneity 
and diversity. 
 
Knowledge Diasporas 
In addition to the above meanings for understanding diaspora, it is meaningful to 
draw upon a third definition offered by Hong Qiu (2003) that is particularly relevant to the 
diasporic community analysed in this thesis. According to Qiu, we are today able to find 
diasporas that do not fit into any of the traditional classifications discussed above. Defying 
the classical description of poor, uneducated diasporas, oriented to physical labour and 
inferior to mainstream society, today some diasporas comprise well educated technical 
professionals with expertise in computer science, telecommunications and information 
technologies. Since these expatriates depend on their brains rather than physical strength for 
survival and enjoy relatively high social and economic status in their host countries, Qiu 
offers to call them ‘knowledge diasporas’ (in Karim, 2003: 148). This term involves three 
meanings. Firstly, this form of diaspora is distinguished because of its possession of 
knowledge and they are not forced to migrate because of persecution. Instead, the lack of 
high technology environment in their home countries deprives them of opportunity and free 
                                               
8
 Possibly a distortion of the word “pass time”. It refers to a way of distracting oneself. 
9
 It refers to a goon. 
10 The opposite of “postpone”, such as ‘let’s prepone the meeting’, (instead of “advancing” it). 
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choice for personal development which propels them to move abroad. Secondly, it is a 
diaspora that is driven into exile by knowledge. Their dispersal occurs because they possess 
highly marketable knowledge that enables them to study or work abroad. Thirdly, Qiu argues 
that this is a diaspora of knowledge as the specialized knowledge that they have gathered at 
home and abroad is ‘in exile’ and scattered in a ‘knowledge diaspora’. Further, unlike old 
diasporas which followed traditional channels of migration such as colonization or linguistic 
connection, knowledge diasporas can originate from anywhere and are dispersed in almost 
all lands to accommodate the globalization process.  
 
It is relevant to draw upon the above definition of diaspora as it is especially true of 
expatriates from India, along with other countries such as China, Malaysia and those from 
Eastern Europe. An important component of knowledge diasporas are expatriate university 
students, in both graduate and undergraduate programmes. After their graduation, the 
students and scholars often remain in their host countries. These diasporic members are 
scattered across the world and live in the age of information explosion. They need more 
effective real-time media for community construction and intra-community communication 
unlike their traditional counterparts who relied on means such as face-to-face interaction, 
newspapers or radio and television. It is the technical trait of this form of diaspora that makes 
them look to non-traditional media making use of new communication technologies (Qiu, in 
Karim, 2003:149). This argument can, thus, be favourably extended to the burgeoning 
interest and use of new media platforms like Orkut by the Indian knowledge diaspora, which 
comprises young members of the student community and high- skilled professionals, as 
demonstrated by the case examined in this thesis.  
 
Questioning “Belonging” 
Lastly, it is important to understand how the diasporic condition overthrows all 
notions of “belonging” to a particular nation state, as mentioned earlier. According to 
Clifford, diasporic consciousness is entirely a product of cultures and histories in collision 
and dialogue (1994: 319). As such, members of the diaspora are carriers of a consciousness 
which provides an awareness of difference. So Indian immigrants in London would be very 
conscious that the language they speak and the food they eat at home is very different from 
the others with whom they interact. Stuart Hall too has mentioned how the diasporic 
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consciousness is the work of identity production and reproduction through transformation 
and difference (1990:31). In this context, Kalra et al explain that diaspora questions the idea 
of “belonging” to a particular nation by challenging the notion that territorial association or 
land and cultural affiliation are natural sources of identification (2005:32). Diasporic groups 
are also referred to as ‘deterritorialized nations’ because their collective claims to identity do 
not depend upon residence on a particular plot of land. For example, the Irish diaspora in 
America does not derive its Irishness from living in the geographical territory of Ireland. 
Long distance nationalism, Kalra et al argue, depend on the idea of the homeland rather than 
being grounded in an actual territory (my assertion). And in this process, virtual spaces like 
IIL play a vital role by promoting a model of transnational affiliation, where the virtual 
communities created have little to do with a geographical territory, land or kinship but still 
carry the rhetoric of belonging (ibid). 
 
Identity 
 
In the times of modernity, three key concepts of identity have emerged, that of (a) the 
Enlightenment subject, (b) the sociological subject and (c) the post-modern subject. The 
Enlightenment subject was based on the conception of the human person as a fully centered, 
unified individual, whose ‘centre’ consisted of an inner core which emerged when the 
subject was born and remained ‘identical’ or unchanged throughout the individual’s 
existence. Thereafter, the sociological conception of the subject involved viewing ‘identity’ 
as a product of interaction between the self and society. According to this view, identity 
bridges the gap between the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’. The subject still has an inner core or 
essence but it is formed or modified in a continuous dialogue with the cultural worlds 
‘outside’. G.H.Mead (1934) and Erving Goffman (1959) were among the key figures who 
elaborated on this ‘interactive’ conception of identity and self. The fact that we project 
‘ourselves’ into these cultural identities while simultaneously internalizing their meanings 
and values helps to align our subjective feelings with the objective places we occupy in the 
social and cultural world. This conception of identity stabilizes both subjects and the cultural 
worlds they inhabit making both reciprocally more unified and predictable. However, 
increasingly it has been argued that in late-modernity i.e. the last half of the twentieth 
century, a distinctive type of structural change is transforming modern societies, which has 
resulted in the ‘de-centering’ of modern identities. This displacement or dislocation has 
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occurred at two levels.  It has not only fragmented the cultural landscape of class, gender, 
ethnicity, race and nationality which gave us firm locations as social individuals; it has also 
undermined our sense of ourselves as integrated subjects resulting in a ‘shifting’ of our 
personal identities. In other words, the subject previously experienced as having a unified 
and stable identity, is becoming fragmented; composed not of a single, but of several, 
sometimes contradictory or unresolved identities. This ‘double-displacement’ has been 
referred to as the ‘crisis of identity’ for the modern individual. 
 
The aim of this section on identity, then, is two fold ─ firstly, to understand this 
fragmented subject in terms of its cultural identity and briefly gain an insight into how 
globalization, the key force behind structural transformation in modern times, has affected its 
displacement. And secondly, to understand how globalization has caused identities to 
become ‘translated’, giving rise to diasporic identities that are born out of cultures of 
hybridity and constantly produced and reproduced through transformation and difference. 
This approach taken is best understood in the light of the observation that ‘identity becomes 
an issue only when it is in crisis, when something assumed to be fixed, coherent and stable is 
displaced by the experience of doubt and uncertainty (Mercer, 1990: 43).  
 
Cultural Identity 
Stuart Hall defines cultural identity as that aspect of our identities which arises from 
our ‘belonging’ to distinctive ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious and above all national 
cultures (Hall, 1992: 274). Since this thesis is concerned with the construction of cultural 
identity by diasporic Indians, it is useful to limit the discussion to and focus on the aspect of 
national cultural identity.  Hall argues that, in the modern world, the national cultures into 
which we are born are the principal sources of cultural identity (ibid: 229). In defining 
ourselves we often say we are English, American or Indian. Even though these identities are 
not imprinted in our genes, Ernest Geller argues that without a sense of national 
identification, the modern subject would experience a deep sense of subjective loss. 
According to him, ‘having a nation is not an inherent attribute of identity but it has now 
come to appear as such’ (Gellner, in Hall:1992).  
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More importantly, Hall argues that not only are we not born with national identities, 
these identities are formed and transformed within and in relation to representation. One 
knows what it is to be ‘Indian’ because of the way Indianness has come to be represented, as 
a set of meanings, by Indian national culture. Identity construction always relies on 
representations (lacan, 1997; Saussure, 1983). Representations begin in the use of common 
language, in signs and symbols that allow us to build up shared understandings and common 
codes for interpreting the world. ‘In part we give things meaning by how we represent 
them...meaning is what gives us a sense of our own identity, of who we are and with whom 
we “belong” (Hall, 1997:3). Further, people are not simply consumers of representation, but 
they are also simultaneously their producers. As thoughts, ideas and feelings are represented 
in language and culture (Hall, 1997), so do meanings and identities rely on representation, 
both linguistic and cultural; thus identities are always mediated (Hall, 1997 in Georgiou, 
2006: 28).  
  
A nation is a symbolic community and it is this, which accounts for its ‘power to 
generate a sense of identity and allegiance’ (Schwarz, 1986: 106). Unlike the pre-modern age 
when identification and allegiance were with tribe, religion or region, Hall underlines that 
national cultures are a distinctly modern form. In modern times, regional and ethnic 
differences are subsumed within the nation state and thus it has become a powerful source of 
meanings for modern cultural identities. At the same time, two key points are made by Hall 
in his essay, The Question of Cultural Identity. Firstly, that a national culture is a discourse ─ 
a way of constructing meanings which influences and organizes our actions and our 
conceptions of ourselves. And secondly, he illustrates how national cultures are not as 
‘unified’ or homogeneous a concept, capable of subsuming differences of class, race or 
gender as they are represented to be. Instead, it should be seen as a discursive device which 
represents difference as unity or identity by exercising cultural power (Hall, 1992: 297). 
While the focus of Hall’s argument is on Western nations, it is equally applicable to the case 
of India which, although is known for its multi-religious, multi-lingual and multi-ethnic 
population, it is the notion of ‘one people’ (as told and retold in national histories, literatures, 
the media and popular culture) that works as a unifying force and provides a source of 
cultural identity for its people. Hence, it is first useful to acknowledge its not-so-unified 
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nature and the way national cultures ‘stitch together’ differences into one identity before 
considering the dislocation of national identities caused by globalization. 
 
Globalisation and Cultural Identity 
Anthony Giddens has explained the character of change in late- modernity in 
attempting to understand the key processes of change known as globalization and its impact 
on cultural identity. According to him, modern societies are by definition societies of 
constant, rapid and permanent change. While ‘in traditional societies, past is honoured and 
symbols are valued so as to contain and perpetuate the experience of generations’, modernity 
involves a highly reflexive form of life in which ‘social practices are constantly examined 
and reformed in the light of incoming information about those very practices, thus 
constitutively altering their character’ (Giddens, 1990: 37- 38).  Ernesto Laclau (1990) too 
emphasizes on the idea of fragmentation and dislocation and argues that late-modern 
societies are characterized by ‘difference’ i.e. they are cut through by different social 
divisions and antagonisms which thus produce a variety of subject positions or identities for 
its individuals. In addition, Giddens refers to the transformation of time and space as the 
‘disembedding of the social system’ i.e. the “lifting out” of social relations from local 
contexts of interaction and their restructuring across indefinite spans of time and space (ibid: 
21). These new temporal and spatial features which result in the compression of distance and 
time scales are among the most significant aspects of globalization affecting cultural 
identities. Globalization implies a movement away from the classical sociological idea of a 
‘society’ as a well bounded system, and its replacement by a perspective which concentrates 
on ‘how social life is ordered across time and space (ibid: 64). Anthony McGrew (in Hall et 
al.: 1992) defines globalization as those processes operating on a global scale, which cut 
across national boundaries integrating and connecting communities and organizations in new 
space-time combinations, and making the world in reality and in experience more 
interconnected. This said the impact of globalization (and such time-space compression) on 
identity can be explained by the fact that time and space are also the basic coordinates of all 
systems of representation. All mediums of representation ─ from writing, drawing and 
painting to photography and even social media platforms ─ translate its subject into spatial 
and temporal dimensions. Thus, Hall argues that the shaping and reshaping of time-space 
relationships within different systems of representation have profound effects on how 
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identities are located and represented (Hall et al 1992: 301). While a detailed discussion of 
the impact of globalisation on national forms of cultural identity is neither required nor 
possible in this space, it is worth mentioning that, greater global interconnectedness has 
resulted in the breakdown of all strong cultural identities and produced a fragmentation of 
cultural codes and a cultural pluralism on a global scale that Hall calls ‘the global 
postmodern’. According to him,  
The more social life becomes mediated by the global marketing of styles, places 
and images, by international travel and by globally networked media messages 
and communication systems, the more identities become detached ─ 
disembedded ─ from specific times, places, histories and traditions and appear 
free-floating (Hall et al, 1992: 303). 
 
Diaspora Identities- From ‘Tradition’ to ‘Translation’ 
From the above we infer that globalisation seems to have a pluralizing effect on 
national identities even though its general impact remains contradictory. While some 
identities gravitate towards what Kevin Robins (1991) calls ‘Tradition’, attempting to 
restore their former purity and to regain their lost sense of unified identity,  there are 
others who accept that identity is subject to history, politics and representation, unlikely 
to ever be ‘pure’ again and hence gravitate towards what Bhabha (1990) calls 
‘Translation’. And an example of this latter section of people is the diaspora. ‘Such 
people retain a strong link with their places of origin and their traditions, but do not 
harbour the illusion of returning to the past. They bear upon them the traces of the 
particular cultures, traditions, languages and histories by which they were shaped. The 
difference is that they are not and will never be unified in the old sense, because they 
are irrevocably the product of interlocking of several cultures; belong at one and the 
same time to several ‘homes’.  People belonging to such cultures of hybridity are 
irrevocably translated. They must learn to inhabit at least two identities, to speak two 
cultural languages, and to translate and negotiate between them’ (in Hall et al, 1992: 
310). 
 
Identities in the diaspora become diasporised, Bayorin and Bayorin (1993) suggest, 
explaining that these identities can surpass dualisms. Clifford adds that diaspora does not 
signify only movement and transnationality but also political struggles to define the local... 
as a distinctive community, in historical contexts of displacement (1994: 38 in Georgiou, 
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2006: 3). In this regard, Hall (1990) makes two pertinent points. The first position defines 
cultural identity in terms of one shared culture, a sort of collective “one true self”, which 
people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common (in Mirzoeff, 2000: 22). This 
conception of cultural identity has played a critical role in all post-colonial struggles and has 
involved discovering, excavating and bringing to light, in various forms of representation, 
the stable, unchanging “oneness” and fixed frames of reference which lie beneath the shifting 
divisions and vicissitudes of diasporic history. The second conception recognizes that, along 
with many points of similarity, there are critical points of deep and significant difference 
which constitutes both what the diaspora are and what they have become. In this sense, it is a 
matter of becoming as well as being i.e. belongs to the future as much as to the past. Cultural 
identities have histories but also undergo constant transformation. Thus, in contrast to 
understanding cultural identity as involving a “recovery” from the past, ‘identities are the 
names given to different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within, the 
narratives of the past’ (ibid: 23). It is always constructed through memory, fantasy, narrative 
and myth.  He argues that ‘cultural identities are the points of identification, the unstable 
points of identification or suture, which are made, within the discourses of history and 
culture’. Thus, ‘it is not an essence but a positioning’ (ibid: 24). In this sense ‘diaspora 
identities are those which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, 
through transformation and difference’ (ibid: 31). 
 
To conclude, it helps to reiterate Benedict Anderson’s observation that ‘national 
identities as communities are to be distinguished not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the 
style in which they are imagined (Anderson, 1982: 15). Since identities have been theorized 
as constituted within, and not outside representation, new forms of media such as social 
networking sites allow constituting diaspora as new kinds of subjects and enable them to 
discover places from which to speak. The IIL community on Orkut can be identified as one 
such place from where diasporic individuals find a way to create (and recreate) their identity, 
as it allows them ‘to recognize their different parts and histories, to construct points of 
identification and positionalities, which in retrospect they call their “cultural identities”’(Hall 
in Mirzoeff, 2000: 32). 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 
 
Virtual Ethnography 
In this study I consider the social networking site, Orkut, as providing a context for 
interaction in it own right, rather than just being a medium used for maintaining connections 
within other contexts. This approach is taken so as to understand the rich and complex 
interactions that take place on the IIL forum and the perceptions of its members about IIL as 
a community. As Hine argued in the context of newsgroups ‘between the poster of one 
message and the author of a response, a space opened, and that space was a cultural context’ 
(2000:17). Accordingly, it was meaningful to adopt a social constructivist approach, which 
emphasises understanding the multiple meanings people make of the phenomenon under 
study. ‘In online settings the apparent absence of a pre-discursive reality encourages the 
application of constructivist frameworks’ (ibid: 18). Social constructivists recognise the 
effect of the social environment, culture and religion on how people construct their realities 
about their world. They argue that meaning is developed through the interactions of social 
processes involving people, language and religion (Berger and Luckman, 1967 in Al-Saggaf 
& Williamson, 2004: online article). They see people as developing meanings for their 
activities together, that is, people "socially" construct reality (Williamson, 2000: 30). As in 
this study, Orkut provides the immediate (technological) context of interaction apart from the 
social context of members’ diasporic status as Indians in London, a constructivist approach 
allows examining the meanings that IIL members socially construct through their interaction 
on this platform and brings to the fore their varied perceptions.  Hence, it was useful to adopt 
the social construct theory as the theoretical lens through which the methods in this study 
were applied and the data interpreted.  
 
As this research focuses on the practices through which the social networking site 
Orkut is used and understood in everyday settings for identity and community construction 
by diasporic Indian members in London, a virtual ethnography of the IIL community 
appeared to be an ideal methodological starting point and IIL became the ethnographic field 
site for this research. Such an ethnographic study was conducted to examine the enduring 
practices through which the IIL community becomes meaningful and perceptible to its 
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participants. ‘Ethnography is a way of seeing through the participants’ eyes: a grounded 
approach that aims for a deep understanding of the cultural foundations of the group’ (Hine, 
2000: 21). It is appealing for its depth of description and its lack of reliance on a priori 
hypothesis. It offers the promise of getting closer to understanding the ways in which people 
interpret the world and organize their lives (ibid: 42). Before embarking on a discussion of 
the research design and the methods used for data collection and analysis, I briefly present 
the description of the case in question. 
 
Case description: Indians in London (IIL) Community 
The IIL community, established on 20 July 2004, is a space for Indian immigrants 
based in London and clearly is a diasporic online community as it involves Indian members 
who are, or at least claim to be, based in London. As on 19th September 2009, the group had 
13, 254 members and this membership grew at a rapid pace, burgeoning to more than 14,000 
members by early January 2010. The creators of this community define themselves under the 
‘Cultures and Community’ category on Orkut and the front page of the group, apart from 
mentioning its owner and moderators, reveals that the community was created in London, is 
public in its ‘type’ and the forum’s content privacy extends to non-members. 
 
The IIL community has four sections to it, as reflected by the options on the left panel 
of the ‘profile page’ of the group. These sections are the forum, where members can initiate a 
topic for discussion and respond to each others “posts”, the poll section, where questions can 
be raised by members and put to vote to get a snapshot of what the group opinion on the 
matter is, the events section which provides members the option to organize and announce 
upcoming events in London and the members section where members’ photographs 
accompanied by their names (as hyperlinks) are listed to enable navigating to any member’s 
profile conveniently. As such, participant observation and interview data revealed that it is 
primarily the forum section that is used by the members for their community interactions and 
hence I focus on this section for the collection of relevant data and analysis. 
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Image 1: A screenshot of the Indians in London (IIL) community on Orkut 
 
The posts on any Orkut community are organized chronologically and not on the 
basis of subject, topics or themes. Hence, the members of IIL choose to name their 
discussion thread carefully before initiating one so that comments and questions pertaining to 
a particular topic can be gathered under a specific thread. For example, members are 
encouraged to post their queries relating to issues of visa, jobs or accommodation in threads 
specifically earmarked and new members are expected to introduce themselves to the old 
members by posting on the existing ‘Introduce Yourself Here’ thread. This method of 
posting queries and comments related to identified key topics works as one of the organizing 
principles on the forum. 
 
The discussion taking place on these “threads” through user posts are open-ended as 
users are free to post comments, weeks, or as in some instances, months after the last 
comment is posted on a particular thread. Whichever thread receives the latest post appears 
on the top of the forum list and this structure of organizing threads serves to indicate which 
discussion is current and ongoing. It is interesting to note that interest and discussion on 
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certain topics on IIL sustains over many months and even years, indicating that the system 
infrastructure of Orkut allows people to reopen a certain discussion as new members arrive 
and get involved. 
 
Image 2: A screenshot of the forum page on IIL community on Orkut 
 
It is important to note that discussion on the forum takes the form of asynchronous 
communication and members reply to posts as and when they log on from their diverse and 
spatially distinct settings. However, on those occasions when two or more members happen 
to be online at the same time, their participation on the current thread takes place rather 
quickly and appears like a real- time conversation.  
 
As such, members of IIL make their practices meaningful through the shared 
understandings which render their contribution to the forum as a social form of interaction. 
Further, as Hine commented regarding newsgroups, communities on Orkut, like IIL, are a 
highly differentiated form of social space which is “collaboratively maintained by users 
performing their postings as temporally and situationally relevant to the group (Hine, 2000: 
11). 
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While the forum is the place where discussions take place between IIL members 
overtime, users of Orkut have other means of interacting with their friends across 
transnational spaces, such as posting “scraps” on each others walls, sending “private 
messages” or even using the newly launched “chat” option (through Google’s chat service, 
gtalk) that allows conversations in real time. 
 
Research Design 
In designing an interpretive, naturalistic study, I recognized that the online 
conversations between members of IIL can be understood in two ways. Firstly, their online 
communication can be considered social interaction which entails copresence of the 
interacting members, and a rapid exchange of perspectives which then leads to a shared 
achievement of understanding between those involved. The second approach of 
understanding online exchanges between group members is to consider their interaction as 
texts. Text, in this sense can be thought of as ‘temporally shifted and packaged form of 
interaction’ (Hine, 2000: 50). It is important to underline here that there is no definite fixed 
line between these two conceptual ways of understanding communication on IIL. ‘The 
distinction is useful in so far as it plays out different ideas about what constitutes the two 
phenomena’ (ibid). According to Hine, texts should be seen as ethnographic material as they 
tell us about the understanding which authors have of the reality which they inhabit (ibid: 
51). Since the interaction between IIL members on Orkut are stored and available for anyone 
wishing to browse back in time, are available outside the immediate circumstances in which 
they were produced, the conversations can be treated as texts in their own right and thus 
render themselves appropriate for the purposes of this research.  
 
Choice of Methods 
The research methods chosen for this particular study attempted to correspond to the 
two above approaches of understanding online interaction. I decided to use three key 
qualitative methods for collecting valid and reliable data necessary for answering the central 
research questions. The two (ethnographic) methods involved conducting semi-structured 
online interviews with IIL members in real-time and undertaking participant observations 
while engaging in discussions as they developed on the forum. These qualitative methods 
were particularly relevant as they provide greater ‘depth of information’ (validity) about how 
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people perceive events in the actual situations in which they occur (Frey et al, 1991: 99). 
This aspect was given preference over a high level of ‘measurement precision’ (reliability) 
and ‘statistical power’ (representativeness) provided by positivist based, quantitative studies 
involving the more reductive techniques of surveys, experiments and questionnaires as they 
‘are deemed thin representations of isolated concepts imposed on the study by the researcher 
(Hine, 2000: 42). 
 
In addition, I decided to access one archived “thread” (interactions) on the forum to 
gain an insight on the nature of discussions that have taken place in the past relating to 
identity and community. As Hine points out,  
‘One of the possibilities offered when researching an online platform, is that the 
ethnographer and the researched need not share the same time frame. In this sense 
the ethnography can be time-shifted for the researcher, allowing access to an 
event much after it occurred for the participants’ (2000: 23)  
 
While the first two methods generated data by engaging with participants and their activities 
in real time, the analysis of a selected archived thread corresponded to understanding their 
conversations as texts , enabling accessing interactions that have taken place in the past and 
giving more varied data for the purpose of analysis. ‘A textual focus places emphasis on the 
ways in which contributions (to the forum) are justified and rendered authoritative, and on 
the identities which authors construct and perform through their postings’ (ibid: 53). Further, 
this method also gave an indication of the issues discussed previously and provided a 
historical insight into the group’s discursive practices. Nevertheless, it was essential to opt 
for a more active form of ethnographic engagement, instead of simply lurking online or 
downloading archives as ‘the previous discussions may preserve the utterances of 
participants but not the experience of participating’ (Reid, 1995 in ibid: 23)   Finally, such 
use of different methods of observing and communicating with participants provided a kind 
of triangulation through which observations could be cross-checked. This approach was 
considered particularly useful in order to obtain a meaningful analysis of the IIL community 
and its members through multiple sources and to attempt to resolve any possible 
incongruence that could emerge. Hence, this involved ‘comparison of data relating to the 
same phenomenon but deriving from different phases of the fieldwork, different points in the 
temporal cycles occurring in the setting, or, as in respondent validation, the accounts of 
different participants (including the ethnographer) in the setting’ (Denzin,1978:198). 
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My prolonged engagement with the activities on the online diasporic community of 
IIL over the last six months made me sufficiently familiar with what goes online, without 
becoming completely immersed in its operations so as to be able to objectively report on it. 
By inhabiting this in-between world of being simultaneously native and stranger, I was able 
to draw valid data by conducting observations and interviews as an ethnographer. 
Data Gathering 
Recruiting Informants 
At the time of collecting data for this research, although there were more than 13, 000 
members of IIL but of those members, only some, in the order of a few hundreds, were 
active in their interaction with others. The rest were either irregular or inactive or joined the 
forum for a short while and then left. In order to recruit informants for the purpose of 
conducting interviews, I firstly sent a personalised request to 17 members of IIL who 
appeared prominent due to their active participation and regular posts on the forum. I sent 
this request as a “private message” on Orkut to these potential informants, giving details 
about myself and a brief description of the research study11. At the onset, I paid careful 
attention to the initial message sent as this was the first way in which the potential 
informants would be able to judge me. As Lindlof and Shatzer (1998) correctly point out, 
‘self representation is crucial in forming relationships with potential informants in an online 
setting’ (in Hine, 2000: 74). In fact, this requirement to self- present in ways acceptable to 
potential informants was a consideration from the very beginning. I joined IIL in May 2009 
after I chanced upon it while browsing for diasporic Indian communities on Orkut and was 
intrigued by the ongoing debates at the time. To gain a first hand experience of participating 
in the IIL forum, I introduced myself as a new member. However, before doing so, I was 
conscious from my previous experience of using SNS that this would draw people’s attention 
to exploring my “online profile” and thus I engaged in carefully constructing my online 
persona. For this, I focused on providing information about my academic background, my 
hometown, favourite books and films, not least writing the ‘About me’ section along with a 
strategically chosen photograph of me in Indian attire. I did this so as to establish the 
                                               
11
 See the initial message in the Appendices. 
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authenticity of my profile and present myself as a diasporic member, sharing the same 
cultural origins as those of my potential informants. This measure thus allowed me to be 
perceived by IIL members as “one of their own”. As Lindolf has explained, while conducting 
an interview the researcher’s cultural attributes could be important in that they give the 
researcher ‘a common experimental grounding with those who have the same attributes […] 
such pairings smooth the way initially, promote empathy, and lead to better field relations 
and quality of data’ (1995: 140). My coming from the same country and traditional 
background, not only made the informants more willing to support me in my research 
endeavour but also enabled me to understand the examples and analogies they drew upon to 
explain their experiences. Moreover, as I shall discuss later, it alerted me to (some of) the 
practices that users of Orkut partake in when trying to construct an online identity for 
themselves. 
In order to get a view from both men and women members of IIL, this request letter 
was sent to 8 men and 9 women. While some members responded to the interview request 
immediately, perhaps as they were familiar with my presence on the forum by then, others 
took their time and wanted to know more about me and the reasons for the interview. 
Eventually, although 10 members responded and agreed to participate, I was able to conduct 
only 8 interviews as two members did not show up online at the decided time twice. Despite 
numerous but gentle email requests, the two went incommunicado and this dissuaded me to 
pursue them further. With the members that agreed to participate I fixed the time for 
interview according to their preference which was usually late at night (after they returned 
from work) or during weekends. Of the final 8 informants, there were 6 men and 2 women. 
All the informants happened to be working professionals except one who was in the last leg 
of her PhD. degree. Also, during the interview the informants revealed that 6 of them 
belonged to the 25 to 35 age group and two belonged to the 18 to 25 age bracket. 
Online, Semi-structured Interviews 
In order to collect interview data, semi-structured interviews were conducted online 
over a period of three weeks. In semi-structured interviewing (also called focused 
interviewing) the interviewer uses a guide or schedule developed around a list of issues that 
are central to the research question. Accordingly, I paid careful attention at designing an 
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interview guide, comprising 46 straightforward, open ended questions that could throw light 
on informants’ experience and practices12. This method was preferred rather than structured 
or unstructured interviews as, unlike the former, the order of questioning is not fixed and the 
type of questions allow for greater flexibility than in the case of the structured interview 
(Minichielo et al: 1996: 65). In contrast, the unstructured interview takes on the appearance 
of a normal everyday conversation, albeit geared to the researcher’s interests. The semi-
structured interview allows for in-depth interviewing which means that, ‘rather than focusing 
on the researcher's perspective as the valid view, it is the informant's account which is being 
sought and is highly valued. Moreover, in-depth interviewing allows the researcher to 
elucidate the informants' world by understanding their perspectives in a language that is 
natural to them’ (Al-Saggaf & Williamson, 2004: online article). 
The interviews were conducted in real time, like a chat session, using gtalk (Google’s 
chat service) and yahoo messenger. The interviews lasted anywhere between 90 minutes to 
150 minutes13, allowing me to carry out individual depth-interviews. This approach not only 
allowed the individual informants to say more and develop an argument, but also enabled me 
to ask more detailed questions tailored to the specific information revealed by the 
respondent.   
 The decision to conduct online instead of face-to-face interviews was necessitated by 
the fact that I was based in a different country than the informants and could not 
accommodate the costs of travel. However, given the fact that the “field” in this field-work 
was an online space (bounded by the system infrastructure of Orkut and the practices of its 
members, as I shall later demonstrate), the traditional reliance on travel and face-to-face 
interviews seemed unnecessary. As Burnett suggests, in an online ethnography ‘you travel by 
looking, by reading, by imaging and imagining’ (in Hine, 2000: 45). Further, this online 
approach allowed for symmetry between the ethnographer and the informants by enabling 
me to use ‘the same resources and the same means of communication as available to the 
subjects of this research’ (ibid: 49).  
                                               
12
 See Appendices for the Interview guide. 
13
 This was the case except in one instance where the informant was particularly interested in the research topic 
and was willing to share his experience in much detail. In this case, the interview lasted for 4 hours, albeit with 
a lunch break in between. 
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In addition, I decided to conduct online interviews in real-time rather than rely on 
email or other asynchronous means so as to retain the spontaneity of a conversation, allowing 
the informant to share freely without me imposing any specific order to the questions asked. 
While sending the questions by email was certainly a reliable and convenient option, I was 
weary that the informants would get reluctant, if not intimidated, by the long list of questions 
that I intended to pose.  
Furthermore, conducting interviews in real time allowed me to ask “probing 
questions” whenever I felt that answers required further elaboration or clarification. By 
conceptualising the interview as a “speech event” (Spradley, 1979: 55), the questions posed 
and phatic communication used aimed at retaining the conversational character of the 
interview. This was necessary ‘to make the informants feel at ease and to cast the respondent 
conversationally in the participant role required by the study’ (Schrøder et al, 2003: 149). 
Moreover, I avoided leading questions as much as possible so as not to push the respondent 
towards an answer (Berger, 2000:14).  
The chat service used for conducting interviews allows the conversation to be 
recorded as it happens and this made available the interview data like a text. This proved 
particularly advantageous as it prevented me from transcribing interviews, as is usually the 
case when interviews are recorded using an audio device. 
Participant Observation 
‘A fundamental principle of media ethnography is to base one’s empirical analysis 
and conceptual development on the informant’s point of view’ (Schrøder et al, 2003: 76). In 
attaining this, participant observation are of particular significance as ‘to participate implies 
involvement, action and immersion in what is going on’ and ‘to observe implies distance, 
rest and reflection on what is going on’ (ibid)14. Further, in order to perform an interpretative 
research, it is necessary to be positioned as part of one’s object of study, to adopt and 
acknowledge a perspective of analysis. Accordingly, I conducted observations both while 
engaging in real time discourse with participants on topics as they developed on the forum, 
and also on other occasions intermittently, by simply reading and watching the course of 
                                               
14
 While the former approach of gaining insight is underscored by the realist tradition of ethnography, the latter 
approach of gaining insight is foregrounded by the more constructivist frameworks (Schrøder et al (2003:76)). 
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discussions and arguments as they emerged. This part of ethnography was particularly useful 
as it enabled me to reflect on my own experience and feelings of posting on IIL (and then 
waiting in anticipation for a response to my post; a wait that entailed “refreshing” the forum 
page numerous times). I maintained “field notes” during my daily visits to IIL, noticing the 
threads that emerged everyday and noting patterns for topics discussed and how 
conversations developed over days. This process of observation was continued until the point 
of ‘empirical saturation’, i.e. when I no longer obtained any new ideas or information from 
what I observed and marked the end of my online “fieldwork”. 
Ethical Considerations 
In order to observe ethical guidelines in this research, before conducting the 
interviews I informed the respondents that the interviews were part of an academic research 
exercise and obtained their ‘informed consent’ to use their responses for the purpose of this 
study only. I also assured them of keeping their identities anonymous. The message I sent 
was as follows: 
Hi! Thank you for meeting for this interview. Before we begin, I wish to inform 
you that your identity will not be disclosed in the thesis. The conversation will be 
used purely for the purpose of my Master’s thesis research and no information will 
be revealed to any third party. If you have any questions at any stage, please do not 
hesitate to ask me. 
 
Reflexivity 
At this point, it is imperative to note that the above process of generating data is often 
referred to as ‘data construction’ rather than ‘data collection’ by qualitative analysts 
(Schrøder et al, 2003: 30). This is because all social phenomena are considered to be 
discursively produced (jointly by researcher and informants) in specific situational contexts 
(e.g. the individual interviews), thereby making them ephemeral in nature. This further 
means that the fieldwork situation can never be detached from the influence of the researcher 
(ibid). This element of reflexivity was palpable during the interviews as my ‘student status’ 
and ‘academic nature’ of research motivated the respondents to speak at length without any 
hesitation. More interestingly, while some informants were driven by their interest in the 
research topic, there were others who wanted to impress the researcher by their answers and 
in fact asked me during the interview if I “liked” their answers. In addition, the two methods 
of observations and interviews, allowed for an active engagement with the participants’ 
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activities on the chosen setting of IIL. This kind of engagement allowed for a reflexive 
understanding of what it is to be a SNS user and an IIL member. As Markham (1998) 
explains, ‘reflexive engagement with the medium brings the interpretive problems of being a 
user of the medium to the fore, and in this way provides new angles on the experiences of 
being a user for exploration’ (in Hine, 2000: 23). In short, a reflexive understanding of the 
medium, through these methods provided insights that would not have been accessible from 
the analysis of the archived thread alone. 
 
 
Methods of Data Analysis 
 
In order to conduct analysis of interview data, it was imperative to treat it in a 
systematic and explicit manner. Schrøder et al explain that ‘the qualitative literature 
recommends a number of approaches to the analysis of interview meaning’ (2003:165). For 
instance, Kvale (1996) proposes a choice between four different alternative methods for 
interview analysis, namely meaning condensation, categorization, narrative analysis and 
interpretation. However, he suggests that ultimately it will yield definite results if a variety of 
analytical methods are put to use. According to him  
‘the most frequent form of interview analysis is probably an ad-hoc use of 
different approaches and techniques for meaning generation …in this case no 
standard method is used for analyzing the whole of the interview material. There 
is instead a free play of techniques during the analysis. Thus the researcher may 
read the interviews through and get an overall impression, then go back to specific 
passages...make deeper interpretation of specific statements, cast parts of the 
interview into a narrative, work out metaphors to capture the material, attempt a 
visualization of the findings in flow diagrams and so on’ (Kvale, 1996: 203-4).  
 
This argument is also put forward by Schrøder et al who believe ‘that to use any one 
interpretative tool is insufficient to deal with the richness of the interview data’ and hence 
recommend an ad hoc procedure, as long as it remains systematically structured’ (2003: 
166).  
Accordingly, I decided to use the method of narrative analysis together with the 
methods of ‘coding’ and ‘interpretation’ to derive meaning from the interviews. Narrative 
analysis examines the ways in which people make and use stories to interpret the world and 
their lives. This method was considered appropriate as, in analyzing narratives, the 
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researcher seeks to actively discover the voice of the participant in a particular time, place or 
setting.  
 
Prior to the process of narrative analysis, I first identified key themes emerging from 
the interview texts using the method of ‘coding’. Coding is described as a ‘process of 
determining categories and classification systems used by informants to get a sense of how 
their minds work, how they make sense of the world.’ It is ‘an attempt by researchers to see 
if any common themes and topics inform the interview transcripts; these common themes 
would help researchers see what is important to informants and what is secondary’ (Berger, 
2000: 122). The analytical premise in approaching the task of coding was in keeping with the 
demands of ‘grounded theory’ (Glasner and Strauss, 1967) that lays emphasis on letting the 
data speak for itself and hence required me ‘to start with the data and remain close to the 
data’ (Charmaz, 1995 cited in Schroder et al, 2003: 168). Accordingly, I approached each 
transcript individually, looking for prominent themes to be ‘indexed’ and found these to be 
running across all 8 transcripts. For the purpose of indexing, I used the themes that were 
prominent in the interview guide as a starting point and then added new codes or themes 
according to the interviewees’ discourses. 
 
The method of coding was also applied to the topics on IIL forum, in order to 
delineate the prominent themes that emerge and indicate the pattern of discussions on the 
community. The categories generated from the forum topics, using the method of coding, are 
shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 4. Finally, for the purpose of analyzing the archived thread, I 
considered it as a text and used narrative analysis to explore the differing discursive positions 
taken by members, when engaging in discussions on their diasporic Indian identity. 
 
Limitations 
 
This research study involved some limitations during the data collection process that 
were not entirely avoidable. For instance, the ethnographic observations in this study could 
only account for the interactions of those few members who choose to participate on the 
forum and could not possibly include the reading-based activity of the lurkers. As Hine 
writes, from a discursive point of view, the silent are difficult to incorporate into the analysis 
(2000: 25). The fact that lurkers are present was mentioned by the informants themselves and 
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also evident from previous records of interactions, but their sporadic contribution meant that 
they were not important to the active members, were perceived as “selfish” – as one 
informant put it and hence simply appeared ‘not part of the social’ (Jones, 1997: 13). That 
apart, I was not entirely confident about the set of questions asked as they seemed to be blunt 
and predetermining issues. However, it seemed to be the best way I could delve into the issue 
and get an insight into IIL members’ experiences and opinions. Thirdly, it is important for 
me to underline that despite benefiting from the advantages of sharing the same cultural 
background as the informants, it was cause for a few shortcomings as well. For instance, I 
might have taken certain things for granted and missed out on facts that seemed obvious to 
me but could have had significance for others. As Schrøder et al point out, ‘we cannot take 
complete mutual understanding for granted, even when researcher and informant belong to 
the same language community and “speak the same language”. The researcher’s 
communicative repertoires, i.e. verbal and cultural codes at his disposal, may not match 
completely those of the informants, and in some cases may deviate considerably, due to 
differences of class, ethnicity, age, gender etc. This is so because our communicative 
repertoires are intimately related to the various cultural identities we inhabit and spheres of 
experience we are familiar with (2003:17). Finally, while my student status and academic 
nature of the study encouraged informants to speak freely and thus demonstrated the 
influence that the researcher has on the informants’ responses, it also highlighted the fact that 
informants may not always share their honest perspectives in attempting to say what they 
think the researcher would like to learn. The possibility of such discrepancies cannot be 
ignored and can be accounted for as a limitation of the qualitative interviews in this study. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter, I present analysis of the qualitative data in three sections in order to 
address the central research questions on community and the sub-research question on 
identity. Firstly, in section I, the data obtained from qualitative interviews is analysed using 
the methods of coding, narrative analysis and interpretation, followed by a discussion of my 
observation notes in section II. Finally, in section III, I triangulate the data obtained through 
these two methods by presenting analysis of one archived thread and examine the 
construction of diaspora identity by members on the IIL forum. 
 
I. Interview Analysis 
In order to conduct analysis of interview data, firstly, the technique of coding was 
employed, whereby themes that were prominent in the interview guide were used as a 
starting point and then new codes or themes that emerged from the interviewees’ discourses 
were added. For instance, in order to address the first part of the central research question, I 
asked the informants about their ‘motivation to join IIL’ and their ‘perceptions of IIL 
community’. These comprised two of the four initial codes that emerged from the interview 
guide for grouping the informants’ answers about community. The responses to these two 
questions indicated the presence of more themes i.e. sub themes, that appear in all the 8 
interviews. As Schrøder et al point out, ‘the analysis is thus, to some extent, framed by a pre-
given set of codes or categories, but proceeds with an open mind by adding new codes or 
categories as warranted by the transcript’ (2003: 168). This method of obtaining results by 
generating themes from the interview guide and then from interview transcripts is shown by 
Figure 1. 
 
How do IIL members experience and understand community on Orkut?   
 
                      Motivation to join IIL                       Perceptions of IIL community 
• Seeking Information                • High dependence on IIL 
• Support network of knowledgeable members • Scepticism about strength of ties 
• Harnessing benefits from a large membership     and members’ commitment 
• Fun and socializing     • Community ‘real’ for some 
• Unlikely substitute for an offline         
  community 
 
Figure 1: Generating themes from interview guide and informants’ discourse 
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Of the 8 informants, 7 members actively searched for a diasporic community on 
Orkut and one joined on his friend’s recommendation. This practice of actively searching for 
other diasporic users draws attention to the significance of the fourth property of social 
networking sites as networked publics, namely that of “searchability”, that distinguishes it 
from non-mediated and mediated publics. In explaining their motivation to join IIL, 
informants firstly indicated at the obvious attraction to the community due to its name and 
huge membership. As informant 1 explained, ‘obviously being an Indian and being in UK ... 
I just had to join the community ... on top of that ...when there are so many members in the 
community (when I joined it was around 8000) you pretty much get any info you want.’ 
Likewise informant 2, wanted ‘to know about things in general which any immigrant from 
India would like to know initially ....while settling in here.’ Further informant 6 explained, ‘I 
liked the conversation going on... there was a lot of info sharing ... particularly regarding 
visas, jobs, accommodation etc.’ These responses thus demonstrated informants’ efforts at 
seeking information15 and a support network of knowledgeable individuals and emerged as 
two key themes that ran across all the transcripts. In addition, the responses also 
demonstrated their expectations of harnessing benefits from a large membership, a theme 
that recurred during the course of the 8 interviews. Further, for informants 2, 3 and 4 it was 
the need to find a new set of friends and a support structure in a new place that appeared to 
be the determining factor for joining IIL and in shaping their expectations from it. As 
informant 4 explained, ‘When I left India, I did not want to be alone... and this was one of 
the best ways to make friends I thought...’, and informant 5 noted, ‘I saw that all the posts 
were very recent (may be 1 min or 2 min old) and thought I would like to be a part of such an 
active community...my expectations... hmmm...to get help when I need one and a good 
network of intelligent Indians [from various backgrounds] who are settled in UK’. For 
informant 2, the possibility to socialize was a key factor, as he explained ─ ‘If you are single 
and working in some alien country ....so its good to make some friends and plan for a catch 
up or meet once in a while’. These responses thus pointed to another key aspect of IIL 
membership, that of fun and socialising and enabled identifying a new theme from the 
informants’ discourses.  
 
                                               
15
 Italicised words indicate a theme. 
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Thus four themes [seeking information, support network of knowledgeable 
individuals, harnessing benefits from a large membership, and fun and socialising] emerged 
from the answers to the first question that gave an insight into the group’s purposes and 
resonated through interviewee’s answers to all the other questions as well.  
 
When I asked the informants about their perception of IIL community and if they 
thought it was a “real” community, the responses were strikingly different. Informant 2 was 
quick to assert why he thinks it is a real community and emphasized the possibility of finding 
like minded people so as to create a ‘home away from home’. He explained,   
‘Yes it's a community ....in general we all (Indians living in UK ...including British 
Indians) are part of this community. IIL is good for social networking ...if you are 
new in London/UK then u can ask for help, u can make friends, you can plan for 
outings....its a feel good factor! To meet like minded people and feel like home away 
from home ....and people fight also like back in India ....to feel more like home’.  
 
Similarly, informant 4 reported that  
‘I think it is a community...I feel I 'belong' in London partially because of this 
community...and all the people especially in case of crisis do lend others a shoulder to 
lean on...and there is a bond between members... it might not be the strongest , but it 
definitely exists...’ 
 
Informant 5 argued that  
 
‘Yes, some time more than that... I depend on it a lot actually…but it is applicable 
only if you are active in it. This is applicable to real community as well...if you need 
something, you should have something to give away too’. 
 
Here, informant 5’s response serves to draw attention to the theory of cooperation and 
reputation at work, since in order to receive help in such online settings, it is imperative to 
‘have something to give away too’, thus highlighting the reciprocal nature of relationships. 
While informant 3, on the one hand, reflected a sophisticated understanding of the term 
“community”, he nevertheless vocalized the partial nature of his involvement by 
emphasizing the online aspect of interaction and gave a mixed response.  
‘Yes, it’s very much a real community with real events and real people (mostly) 
  I guess a congregation of more than a bunch of people motivated by similar goals 
and life styles does amount to be called a community. Well, don’t have any 
attachment to IIL as such just flowing with the tide…personally, I don’t get deep into 
things with anything then that way I won’t get hurt if things go pear shape… that’s 
same with all…there is a degree to which every1 is involved…at the end of the day 
its a VIRTUAL community’. 
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This response demonstrates the negotiation that members engage in when participating in an 
online forum to discuss offline issues and real life problems and how they arrive at an 
explanation for themselves about the nature of the community; one that could well be 
contradictory.  
 
While the above responses clearly indicate high dependence on IIL among some 
informants, it also alerts one to their view on the strength of ties and members’ commitment, 
which borders on scepticism on some occasions. To this, informant 1’s explanation that ‘it is 
still a community in spite of the fact that people, except the odd 30-40 who know each other 
well, just do their work...ask their queries ...get answers and leave’ demonstrates that 
contribution to the community is by only a handful (of the over 14, 000 members), who 
choose to participate only when a need arises. This response reveals not only the doubts the 
informant has over members’ commitment but also highlights that the community is ‘real’ 
only for some. This stance is further taken by informants 5, 6 and 7 who appear to be more 
critical about what the community has to offer. Informant 7 reveals the reluctance at 
accepting new members by existing members and the friction that ensues,  
‘IIL is a community of communities...in the sense there are so many groups within 
the group…like the old members who know each other have their own group...the 
new ones cannot really get into this group easily and usually feel out of place during 
meet ups....so they form their own circle. They all coexist but they aren’t always in 
sync with each other. It is a real community for some members but not for me’.  
 
Likewise, informant 7 demonstrates his disillusionment with IIL due to the hegemony of 
moderators and the limited acceptance of newcomers, by drawing a parallel with a popular 
television reality show,  
‘Sometimes I feel it’s a Big Brother show...people come in, do some show, gain some 
publicity...Moderators then come in, they show their powers... 
Most of them have a group of friends who they think no one can be part of it....and 
they don’t allow new comers to be part of it....even if they allow through meet ups, 
they are kept at a distance...’ 
Hence, the use of such metaphors again refers to informant’s scepticism about the strength of 
ties on IIL― a recurring theme identified in the interpretation of informants’ discourses.  
 
When informants responded to this question I further probed and asked whether, 
according to them, IIL acts as a substitute for a real (offline) community, and this too elicited 
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varied responses. While informant 3 and 4 were more positive about its role in their life, 
informants 6, 7 and 8 were certain that IIL could never act as a substitute for a real life 
community. Informant 4 explained that ‘though the community is online, the feelings we 
express and the relationships we develop are very real...so I would say that it is a real 
community, one where people do meet up and care for each other’, thus demonstrating her 
understanding that the line between on-line and off-line relations often blurs in such 
instances of online community formation. Further, informant 3 mentioned the benefits of 
anonymity in an online community by explaining that ‘it acts like a VIRTUAL family away 
from home. If I were really lonely I could always do TP (time pass) on IIL… say u r 
depressed or something.  You could have a constructive discussion on IIL…it helps 
sometimes to take mind off things and there is a convenience that u don’t know the other 
person often and so u r [sic] more comfortable in the discussion’. In contrast, informant 6 
appeared to establish a clear distinction between online and offline interactions, arguing that 
the former lack commitment and a sense of ownership. 
According to him,  
‘No, it cannot [be a substitute]. Because nothing can substitute a real thing... as in 
Orkut… it’s not real. A real community has greater ties and a sense of ownership also 
interactions are much better… and mostly they are built on much firmer grounds 
rather than IIL whose actual building blocks is really not that strong’. 
 
Similarly, informant 8 argued that it cannot replace a real community as 
 
‘it is just managed by few mods [moderators] who think they are above every1 [sic], 
they are biased, they don’t arrange meet-ups which they should do I think for the 
newcomers to make them feel part of IIL...they don’t want some1 [sic] to start a topic 
which may end up in debate or participate which they should do ...its just mere[ly] a 
game and help community’ 
 
These varied responses give an insight into members’ very different perceptions of 
community while indicating that IIL appears to be an unlikely substitute for an offline 
community. 
 
Thus, in order to understand how IIL members experience and understand 
community on Orkut, it can be argued that the key 8 themes of seeking information, support 
network of knowledgeable individuals, harnessing benefits from a large membership, fun and 
socializing, high dependence on IIL, scepticism about strength of ties and members’ 
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commitment, community ‘real’ only for some and unlikely substitute for an offline community 
emerge as the pivotal aspects that elucidate informants’ perception of IIL. 
  
In order to explain the ways in which IIL members create a community and maintain 
it (the second research question), several themes emerged from the interview responses to the 
initial themes16 of ‘high activity on IIL’ and ‘Changes in Community’. For instance, in 
explaining the reasons for such high activity, informants firstly referred to topics of interest 
that invited members’ active participation. Informant 7 explained, ‘its so active cuz [sic] of 
the members... quite a lot of members have really interesting stuff to share... [On] terrorism 
and national security, government policies and politics…jokes, games and time pass...events 
and get-togethers and requests for help. The good thing is if there is a request for help people 
go through it and respond if they are in a position to help’. Informants 1 and 2 mentioned the 
key topics that make the forum interesting. 
Informant 1: the topics make it interesting.... people don’t come flocking bcoz [sic] 
there is one celebrity shouting there ...but bcoz [sic] there are so many experienced 
people who will advise perfectly. Politics/science/sports/yoga/help for 
problems/general info abt sumthng [sic] I know or have done/experienced ...most of 
these get me going…also the ability to crack timely one liners always helps ... when a 
current affairs topic comes arnd [sic]....it gets everyone going, especially cricket, 
terrorism and [Bollywood] films… 
Me: Hmm....three things very relevant for Indians.... 
Informant 1: oh I bet 
 
Informant 2: Education, Investment options back in India, jobs, general gupshup 
[chitchat]!! Movie reviews! Its more of time pass....and occasionally if anyone needs 
any help / suggestion they ask for it! People are friendly ...that’s the best part… 
 
The above responses highlight the interest in current developments in India, especially 
relating to cricket, Bollywood films and the ubiquitous threat of terrorism that emerge as the 
focal point of discussion among members of IIL. As such, it is through such a platform for 
exchange of views and information that IIL, it can be argued, emerges as a transnational 
space for communication and culture, and logging on Orkut becomes a significant practice in 
diasporic members’ everyday lives. The reliance on IIL forum for these purposes is 
especially telling. For instance, informant 5 explained the advantage of IIL as a source of 
updates on local and transnational developments, and cites how she received the news of 
                                               
16
 By ‘initial theme’, I refer to the themes that emerged from the interview guide. 
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Mumbai attacks in 2008 first through IIL. She recalls, ‘IIL is very useful…let me give you 
an example…. you know that Taj hotel bomb blast? 26/11? I came to know first from IIL 
and then my brother called me up. There was a difference of 1 hour’.  
 
In addition, the certainty of receiving advice emerges as a key factor from the above 
responses, which encourages members to participate actively. As informant 3 explains,  
‘London is a very dynamic and active place, similar to when I was in Mumbai… 
there is inflow and outflow of people and changing financial and work conditions and 
that combined with many people like me with a thing in us to help every1 [sic] as we 
got helped by others before… makes it very active. People like me who came from 
very active environments find many similar people in the community and we all 
resonate well…so always active :-). Its like u have a pool of 10K people with 
different attitudes, talents etc. By being active on IIL u get to choose ur [sic] 
friends and so on…then you get these virtual friends with whom you speak day in 
and out virtually.’  
 
His drawing a parallel with Mumbai again demonstrates how informants draw from their 
repertoire of experiences in order to explain the world they inhabit. On the other hand, 
responses by informants 4 and 5 referred to a practice significant among Indians and its 
relevance for the diaspora, elucidating how longing for India and addiction to Orkut emerge 
as significant factors for diasporic members’ active participation. While informant 5 
underlined that ‘members are educated, intelligent, helpful and stayed in UK for longer time 
plus people are missing India, Indians etc so it’s a good virtual meeting place actually’, 
informant 4 delved deeper into finding an explanation. She explained,  
‘Firstly because there are so many Indians in UK and Indians usually stick to their 
own group whether we like it or not...What makes it so vibrant??? Because all of us 
are bound by a common thread...of culture of respect…of missing our homes and also 
a strong feeling of kinship and camaraderie...I think that it is because it is a piece of 
India here in London...even the fights are so desi  yaar [buddy]!!!’ 
 
The above response serves to highlight Vertovec’s (2003) definition of diaspora as a social 
form, underlining that social relationships in the diaspora emerge as a result of common 
origins and circumstances and involves solidarity with co-ethnic members in their collective 
longing for their homeland. Further, by stressing that IIL ‘is a piece of India in London’ the 
response illustrates the meaning attached to an online congregation of diasporic individuals 
and the centrality of its position in the informants’ lives. It not only reveals that members are 
guided by the common circumstances but that they are able to create an imagined community 
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for themselves through practices (both of support and conflict), which too carry the flavour 
of their home culture. That apart, their everyday consumption of information and 
entertainment through Orkut makes it possible for them to visit IIL as well. Informant 1, 
while offering reasons for IIL’s tremendous popularity, emphasized both IIL’s relevance for 
Indians and their affinity to Orkut. According to him, the high activity on IIL is ‘because 
there are so many Indians who are in London/were in London/want to be in London and just 
like London…all of these categories of people wud [sic] want to be attached to this 
community’. He further explained members’ fascination with Orkut despite acknowledging 
that another SNS, Facebook, arguably offers a superior experience.  
‘Oh its just that Indians have become so attached to Orkut and its 
styling.......Facebook is just alien to them…even though its more classy in its look 
and much more secure, Indians are just too addicted to Orkut like Brazilians. So it’s 
just that it will always be India’s fav [sic] networking site…yeah its just become a 
habit to have a profile on Orkut’. 
 
Use Patterns 
The above response was supported by informants’ patterns of using Orkut. Of the 8 
informants, 7 had started using Orkut before leaving India and one informant learnt about 
Orkut after arriving in UK. Further, as 7 of these informants joined IIL after arriving in UK 
(with the exception of one particularly pro-active informant who joined right before leaving 
for UK), it is clear that they were seeking to build connections with fellow diasporic Indians 
when they found themselves in a new country. Interestingly, none of the informants are 
members of any other diasporic group, neither on Orkut nor on any other social networking 
site, thus exemplifying their preference for this particular social media platform. The 
informants also revealed the average time they spent on Orkut everyday.  While 3 informants 
mentioned half hour or less as the time spent, “which goes up if there is an interesting 
discussion going on”, 2 informants revealed that they spent upto 1 hour and 3 other 
informants confessed spending more than 1.5 hours everyday, albeit intermittently. In 
particular, informant 1 revealed that he likes to “check wats [sic] happening atleast 5-6 times 
a day...and more often when there is an interesting topic going around”. It is also interesting 
to note that while 4 informants preferred to participate on IIL from home only, 3 others 
accessed the forum from both home and their work place and 1 informant accessed IIL from 
university, thus highlighting the diversity of (offline) spatial settings from which they 
congregate on an online venue. 
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Like informant 1, informant 8, too, refers to addiction to Orkut by commenting on 
members’ ulterior motive for participating. His reference to members’ attempts at ‘grabbing 
attention… the publicity whatever they get...most of the time students reply to the posts and 
few who have liberty to access from work...  its basically I would say addiction’ also throws 
light on the participants’ occupation and logistic convenience of accessing Orkut. Such 
logistic constraints to access, in addition to members’ addiction to Orkut, account for yet 
another external context that influences members’ participation on IIL. 
  
 In order to further examine the methods by which the IIL community is created and 
maintained, the informants were also asked to mention the changes they had noticed during 
their membership of IIL. Since 5 of the informants have been active members for more than 
3 years and one other had been a member for at least a year, I found it meaningful to explore 
their perception of the changes in community in order to unearth any (more) clues that could 
explain its vibrant culture. Hence, this question was answered by 6 of the 8 informants as the 
remaining informants were considered “newbies”. From their responses three key themes 
emerged that corroborated the data collected through participant observation. Firstly, 6 of the 
7 members mentioned the exponential growth the community had seen in recent times 
through the advent of new members. This response was invariably accompanied by the 
mention of the recent change in moderators and their behaviour that resulted in greater 
incidence of friction. However, every informant attributed these to notably different reasons. 
As informant 1 explains, 
‘Oh till 3-4 months back it was really nice.... but of late as the newbies have arrived 
and have jumped on the bandwagon "just to be recognised". it does get in ur [sic] 
nerves…Then there are the ever finicky self made moderators who think it’s their 
duty to watch every word. Such things have made it a bit boring off late’ 
 
In addition, informant 1 brought to the fore an interesting detail that serves to throw light 
upon the complexity of deciding whether to participate or abstain from the forum ─ a 
‘collective action dilemma’ negotiated by members on IIL. According to him,  
‘More that 80% of the informants are inactive and just invisible but enjoying the 
topics. Even though the mix of different types of people posting regularly makes it 
super active at most times, a significant number of people remain hesitant to post on 
any topic. Mocking is at an all time high rate. Yeah…most of the topics are made fun 
of. There are too many young perverted minds out there who will look to make fun at 
all costs, but in spite of everything the community remains one of the most active 
communities on Orkut’.  
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In the above response, by professing the presence of “lurkers” – members who simply read 
and do not contribute – the informant highlights the limited tangible participation to the 
community by a few. In an online ethnography, the researcher is able to observe and analyse 
only what can be seen and hence is unable to account for the experiences and conduct of 
those who choose to remain invisible. Hence, in this study I acknowledge the constraint of 
remaining limited to investigating the online behaviour of the few who “type themselves into 
being”. Further, the informant draws attention to the rise in “mocking”, a behaviour that was 
duly noted during participant observations and can be identified as a factor that dissuades 
members from actively posting on the forum. 
 
While informant 1 is vocal about his dislike for the new changes, informant 2 and 4 
are more accepting of the new developments and the latter rationalises the friction by 
referring to the increase in stress from currently challenging financial circumstances that 
once again amplifies the influence of external contexts on members’ behaviour on IIL. 
According to her, ‘in the beginning IIL was a more close community....now it is much 
bigger…before IIL’s issues were problem solving and meet ups...nowadays a lot of fun stuff 
has entered the group...oh yeah a lot less jhagda [arguments] in the old times. I guess people 
are under a lot more stress nowadays due to work and also the visa rules plus recession….  
and IIL is a good punching bag to vent out all their frustrations....’. To this informant 8 added 
another explanation. He opines that  
‘many have issues with the mod who is paki [sic] but no one can do anything as it’s 
all [sic] same gang and they don’t want to spoil relation ....other thing religion topics 
take great heated arguments and minorities think they are been [sic] looked down by 
majority Indians... not sure why...’ 
 
This response refers to the interesting fact that of the four moderators of Indians in London 
(IIL) community, one moderator is of Pakistani origin. During participant observation I 
noted that this fact draws ire from several members and is often a cause of arguments among 
members. The hostility of having him around is palpable, yet on most occasions they resign 
to accepting the status quo as, in the words of informant 8, ‘it’s all the same gang and they 
don’t want to spoil relations’. The response also reveals the fact that discussions on religious 
and regional identity are common and the germ of many arguments among members. 
Interestingly, these three aspects were mentioned by 5 informants unanimously except for 
one, according to whom the community has not changed and ‘people r [sic] as random as 
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before…the older people were the same before…since they have mellowed by now, they 
think IIL has changed.’ 
 
Hence from the above analysis of interview transcripts it can be argued that IIL 
members engage in creating and maintaining the community through a complex process of 
acceptance and criticism, from pooling in resources to solve problems to the celebration of 
their Indianness abroad, all of which is underlined by their longing for India and the desire to 
maintain connections with people in similar circumstances and nurturing similar aspirations. 
The themes of topics of interest, certainty of receiving advice, longing for India and 
addiction to Orkut, along with the change of moderators, advent of new members and 
incidence of friction provide a snapshot of the dynamic processes through which the 
community creates and sustains itself. 
 
Orkut ─ A Space for Diasporic Interaction 
While the above discussion focused on members’ perceptions and practices for 
community construction, this aspect cannot be completely appreciated without factoring in 
the context of Orkut for diasporic interaction and the influence of IIL on diasporic 
experience. Responses to the question ─ ‘How useful is it to be a member of a social 
networking site, especially for discussing diasporic issues?’ ─ made explicit the informants’ 
reliance on the virtual network of “friends” made possible through Orkut. While informants 
1, 2 and 3 highlighted the user friendly system infrastructure that allows convenient access to 
specific information on varied matters (e.g. posting queries on IIL forum and contacting 
members personally through scraps and personal messages), informants 4 and 6 mentioned 
the ease of accessing familiar people on one platform. Informant 3 explained, ‘it’s very 
useful to be part of such a diaspora. Like say I want to open a bank account as NRI17 and I 
need unbiased views. I search in IIL forum for the same and I get experiences of 
many. Based on those factors I can be more decisive and confident in going ahead. Then 
say…if I am searching for a suitable place for buying house in London, I start thread, 
mention my area, budget etc and I get awesome feedback and views. Certain people scrap me 
                                               
17
 NRI stands for Non-Resident Indian, a socio- economic term coined by the Indian government to refer to 
Indians residing abroad. 
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personally and we then take any serious financial decisions on telephone. It’s like knowledge 
pool of localised people.’ 
 
On further probing, informants revealed their patterns of using Orkut for seeking 
solutions. 5 out of the 8 informants preferred to post their ‘general’ queries on the forum, and 
for more personal issues they relied on contacting their friends directly – through Orkut or 
other mediums. More importantly, while the system infrastructure of Orkut did seem to make 
it easier for members to access each other promptly, it was the social capital that they had 
generated through this platform that seemed to be of greater significance. As informant 3 
explained, ‘I do know few folks of IIL who would always lend a helping hand if in 
need…guess we all realize that in a place away from home, we are the only family’. This 
response was echoed by informant 2 who argued that ‘I now know there are many people 
like me out there…It kind of gives motivation also as they are approachable…and we can 
reach out to them in case of any help/suggestions’. He in particular described the assistance 
available to facilitate one’s transition to a new country. According to him, ‘it’s good in the 
sense that if you are new here and want to know where can we go to see Diwali18 
celebrations, or where to get that special Indian cuisine or any help on coming from 
India…IIL mein sab kuch milta hai [One gets everything in IIL] ...I remember someone 
saying that in one of the threads!’. These responses echo Smith’s explanation that it is “social 
network capital, knowledge capital and communion” that drive people to participate. People 
can put in a little of what they know and how they feel into the online network and draw out 
large amounts of knowledge and opportunities for sociability than they put in (in Rheingold, 
2002: 30).  
 
The nature of such capital accrued from forming a diasporic group on a social 
networking site was elucidated by informants 4 and 6 during the individual in-depth 
interviews, which highlighted the merits of finding a congregation of familiar people on one 
platform. 
Informant 4: umghhh....  I think it is very difficult for non Indians to understand 
Indians completely... so it is good to have a group of people who understand one 
better…and also most people in the forum are about my age and are in the same 
                                               
18
 Diwali refers to the “festival of lights” which is celebrated widely in India and abroad by Hindus, Jains and 
Sikhs and marks the triumph of good over evil. 
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financial situation ... and this makes understanding each others point of view very 
easy…and also it is really nice to meet people with familiar faces....Indian known 
faces... 
 
Informant 6: It is very useful to my knowledge… it saves a lot of people a lot of 
time and you can tell its like a ready reference being outside India. There is a sense of 
nationalism which I guess will not be felt if they are back in India. Actually it’s a way 
to relate things common to us and more important, since we do come from a country 
which is actually very different… 
 
While, in professing that ‘it is really nice to meet familiar faces’ informant 4 once again 
highlights the theme of longing for India, the above response by informant 6 serves to 
underline his recognition of the nationalist discourse that is common on the forum and his 
attempts to provide an explanation for it. Interestingly, although this has the potential of 
aiding members to understand their diaspora status, it can also backfire at times and result in 
arguments if, as informant 7 explained, ‘one does not have an open mind’. He opined that 
‘it’s useful if you have an open mind about getting to know a point of view other than your 
own...in that sense I got to know a lot about various topics that we were discussing on the 
forum such as ‘Hindi not being our national language’ topic…I didn’t know that Tamil, 
Sanskrit and Telugu r [sic] the 3 Indian classical languages in the world...’.  Hence, these 
responses indicate the increased consciousness of one’s national identity made possible 
through participation on IIL and can be identified as yet another outcome of the diasporic 
discourse enabled on the social networking platform, Orkut. 
 
Being Indian: From Articulation to Assertion 
In order to explore the aspect of diasporic identity construction on IIL, informants 
were first asked ‘how important it is for them to preserve their Indian culture in a foreign 
country’. To this, while 4 informants said it was very important and cited detailed reasons, 2 
others felt it was important for them to be a ‘Roman in Rome’ while retaining their Indian 
identity and two others appeared less certain. This was the case as the latter pointed to the 
complex nature of the concept of Indian identity and that preserving one’s national identity 
was not specific to being abroad, thereby revealing their critical approach to interpreting the 
question. For instance, informant 7 noted that ‘India is too vast a country to have an 'Indian' 
culture... it means different things to different people’ and informant 2 mentioned the 
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challenge to preserve one’s culture even in one’s home country, indirectly referring to the 
onslaught of globalisation. He explained, 
“Well it depends on what you want to preserve! As a matter of fact we are not able to 
preserve our culture in our own country. Still I would love to see kids born here (UK) 
of Indian parents to be respectful. I am not much of religious person ....so I don’t care 
if we celebrate some puja [religious festival] here or not! All this is very much person 
specific...As a matter of fact, whatever British Indians I've met till now ....my 
colleagues they are much more religious and respectful than many Indians . In short 
it’s more about being comfortable in your own skin ....’ 
 
Thereafter, when asked if IIL had enabled members to keep their Indian culture and 
habits alive, informants revealed how discussions on IIL aids their process of identity 
construction in a new country, by strengthening their sense of national identity. Here, 
informant 2 referred to both the positive and not-so-positive cultural traits. On the one hand 
he mentioned ‘Pulling other’s leg, passing comments. We have a bad impression everywhere 
....in general!! Indian chalta hai (casual, careless) attitude, which doesn’t go very well with 
Britishers!’ which, according to him, is a trait imminent on IIL as well, but on the other hand 
observed that ‘On a serious note .... IIL people celebrated Independence Day, ladies got 
together for Karwa Chauth19, they met for Diwali celebrations ....all this was organised 
through the forum…so in a way yes it is helping to keep Indian habits alive’. Informant 8 
too, revealed that ‘members do so on some occasions. I do remember those “Made in India” 
threads, if I may call it so…from Indian food to terrorism to languages and movies”.  
 
I was especially keen to examine how members articulated the influence of IIL (if 
any) on the way they understand their identity and acknowledged the performance of identity 
online, in order to triangulate with my own perceptions from participant observations. In 
describing how IIL had indeed influenced understanding of her Indian diasporic identity, 
informant 5 refers to the binary opposition constructed (between Indians and Pakistanis) that 
serves to reaffirm her notion of Indianness. She explains  
‘Of course it (IIL) has influenced me…you will find very bold discussions between 
Indians and Pakistanis and at that time you know what is going on in peoples’ mind 
actually…I would say you know in advance but then it gives support to your ideas 
and makes you more confident in what you believe about your own country and 
culture’.  
                                               
19
 Karwa Chauth is a traditional Hindu festival observed by married women, mostly in the northern parts of 
India. 
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On a lighter vein, informant 3, who has been in UK for more than three years, confesses his 
consciousness at being an Indian in UK and how interaction on IIL has kept him from 
mingling with Britishers, invariably raising the issue of assimilation. He explained, 
‘IIL has kept me tied to people of my culture. I guess at this point I feel I must start 
mingling more with other cultures even if it would be difficult…not that I haven’t 
tried but it’s difficult…its more accent and slang that puts me in the back 
seat…especially with gurls [sic] :-p. English gurls [sic] have weird accents and it gets 
difficult with my accent to even crack a joke properly LOL…I literally have to 
explain my joke LOL.’ 
Further, in explaining members’ performance of identity online, informant 7 referred to 
‘hardcore regionalists and nationalists who have created an image by arguing even if they 
know they are wrong’, informant 3 and 5 explained that members engage in creating a 
particular image ‘like funny, knowledgeable, helping hand, extremist Hindu or Muslim etc’ 
mainly by initiating and commenting on threads of a particular nature only. For instance, 
‘some will start thread on business related topics attracting attention that they are business 
minded while others only start threads pertaining to incidents in India to show that they care 
what happens back home’. These responses demonstrate that categories used by the 
informants belong to an informal, ad hoc resource that resides in their ‘practical 
consciousness’20 (Giddens, 1984: 281).More importantly, these responses serve to confirm 
my own observation that identity performance is conducted entirely through the textual 
means of posting on the forum, such that members appear boisterous in taking a stand on a 
particular issue and continue to debate, which sometimes ends up in low level harangues. 
This in turn, as I shall discuss below, provokes intervention by the moderators who threaten 
to (and on occasions do) ban members for their bigoted language and style.  
On further probing, when asked if members use IIL to affirm their Indian identity, 
informant 1 noted, ‘LOL [laughing out loud]…yes they do. It would get on my nerves if I 
was a Brit [sic] and sum1 [sic] is constantly going on about being Indian’. To this, informant 
3 explained why he thinks Indians use IIL to assert their Indianness. He observed, 
‘I believe most Indians, especially in IIL, r [sic] very defensive of their culture and r 
[sic] trying hard to preserve it which I find hypocrisy as they r [sic] a guest in this 
country and they should behave as the host expects… while in Rome do as Romans 
                                               
20
 Giddens defines it as a subconscious framework that is activated when a situation requires it and used for 
discursive, conscious reflection when necessary. 
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do…but that doesn’t mean change food habits etc but mingling with other cultures. 
Indians do shy away from mingling with others…get comfy in their own cocoons.’  
 
Further he noted that,  
 
‘There have been many threads… particularly interesting was on BBCD's…British 
Born Confused Desis…who r [sic] in even bigger jinx. e.g.: I am now here in UK and 
meet European gurls n [sic] stuff but my parents expect me to stick to strict Indian 
values which makes me feel like if m gonna [sic]  live here then how am I gonna [sic] 
keep both groups happy…meaning stuck between 2 cultures… In such threads people 
try to justify greatness of India which particularly comes to light once they go 
abroad…meaning they don’t wanna [sic] cut loose but wanna [sic] live abroad.’ 
  
As illustrated in Chapter 2, the above responses demonstrate Vertovec’s (2000) description 
of diaspora as a social form according to which there is a tension of political orientation 
between loyalty to the homeland and that of the host country. It also refers to the meaning of 
diaspora as a type of consciousness which helps define an attitude of those who wish to 
connect both to their homeland and their country of settlement, invariably drawing attention 
to their awareness of decentred attachments. In particular, the last sentence from the above 
response serves to capture the basic predicament that IIL members seem to negotiate with in 
their everyday lives and it can be argued that it is this need to define themselves in a foreign 
land that leads them to take recourse to diasporic congregations such as IIL.  
 
The Significance of Space 
In addition to the above arguments, it can be argued that, it is the ‘reorganisation of 
space and the dissolution of boundaries’ (Mitra in Jones, 1997:70) that is a significant aspect 
for the production of the virtual communality on IIL. Members of the Indian diaspora, who 
once shared a sense of traditional community with commonality based on spatial proximity 
in terms of residing in towns and cities in India, are no longer able to physically access such 
familiar spaces and familiar people. Any access to these spaces by the diaspora is invariably 
mediated, whether through traditional media like television, radio and home videos or new 
media platforms like SNS, and hence I argue that taking recourse to mediated connections 
with the homeland and with co-ethnic members is borne out of a ‘crisis of familiar space’. 
This crisis motivates diasporic Indians in London to opt for the networking possibilities 
offered by Orkut, which provides an “alternative” platform with its largely seamless and 
open space where users can map their offline pre-existing connections and build new ones. 
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Further, it is interesting to note that the IIL space on Orkut has not only provided recourse to 
Indians spatially dispersed in terms of not being in India but also for those in diverse 
locations within UK. As interview data of a small sample size helped to reveal, only 3 out of 
the 8 informants were based in London and yet the others chose to be part of the Indians In 
London (IIL) community for the networking, support and commonality it provides; a 
community that primarily underlines their diaspora status in UK. Such a congregation among 
dispersed yet collectively self-identified diasporic group on an online network, moreover, 
demonstrates the ‘triadic relationship’ that Vertovec talks about. Thus, ‘negotiated here is the 
lost space of a nation, community or tribe’ (Mitra, 1997: 70 -71), which I refer to as the 
‘crisis of familiar space’ and that, drives diasporic members to reinvent it on the networked 
space of Orkut. In other words, for IIL members the question of space and the need to define 
their diasporic identity is critical and emerges as the raison d'être for the mobilisation of the 
virtual, networked space of Orkut. 
 
II. Observing the Orkut Odyssey  
The process of participant observation carried out over a period of five months 
allowed me to get insights on the shared practices and systems of meaning produced by IIL 
members that enables their construction of diasporic identity and community. Based on my 
observation field notes, I was able to identify key themes (through the process of coding) and 
practices that capture the behaviour and beliefs of the members. These themes generated 
from the list of topics discussed on the IIL forum are shown in figure 2. Due to constraints of 
space, the table shows selective forum topics discussed between 15 September and 17 
November 2009 only. 
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 THEMES SELECTIVE FORUM TOPICS ( BETWEEN 15 SEPTEMBER 2009 – 
17 NOVEMBER 2009) 
SEEKING 
INFORMATION 
 
Looking for a room in Wimbledon 
Seeking 'Terms and Conditions' expert advice 
Reliable Chartered accountants 
Advantages of a UK driving License 
NRI Home Loan 
HSMP extension 
UKBA launches online booking for visa appointment  
Indian food in Ilford 
Sai temple in London? 
Best calling card or phone to call India??? 
OFFLINE 
MEETINGS AND 
CELEBRATIONS 
 
Happy Navaratri and Happy Mahalya to IIL-ians 
Garba London 2009 
IIL get together this Diwali 
Diwali celebrations in London 
IIL Cricket Match day out - 26th Sep - Hyde park 
Karvachauth Puja 
 
INDIA FOCUSED 
DISCUSSION 
 
India does not have a national Language 
Burning India fleg [sic] posted, plz act asap 
Gandhi and Nobel Peace Prize 
Most peaceful state of India 
Fatwa against Vande Mataram – RIDICULOUS 
GAMES AND 
LEISURE 
 
Double letter vocabulary game 
Funny Pics! 
New acronym challenge! 
COMMUNITY 
CONFABULATIONS 
 
Anyone else likes this song? 
JHAGDA thread 2009 
What is the Best Thing u like about UK/London? 
Happy B’day Neeta 
Removed/ Banned 
Figure 2: Selective Topics discussed between 15 September 2009 and 17 November 
2009. 
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The first striking feature of the Indians in London page is the choice of the “profile 
photo” for the community that shows a map of London in the tri-colours of the Indian flag. 
This image helps to supplement the strategic name for the community that is very clearly 
meant for Indian immigrants in London and very consciously sets out to establish its 
diasporic identity. The photo as such serves to signify the search for India in London and the 
desire to create a mini-India amongst Londoners, albeit through the networked space 
provided by Orkut. As Orkut allows creation of “communities” by users of its service and 
offers 29 types of community options, ranging from business to romance, the Indians in 
London (IIL) community is defined under the “cultures and community” category by its 
creator.  While Orkut does not offer a diaspora category, the choice of community category 
is significant as it reveals the intention behind the community – namely to allow creation of a 
cultural space among Indians in London and facilitate the growth of a community based on 
commonality. 
 
While it would have been insightful to read the description given by the 
owner/moderators, this section shows “content suppressed”, possibly because it included 
hyperlinks to other web sources and Orkut’s user policy discourages the use of hyperlinks 
due to increased incidence of phishing and hacking on the site through such links21. The front 
page mentions the community’s four moderators and the privacy of the community is “open 
to non-members”. This means that the forum discussions can be browsed and read even by  
non-members, thus enabling unrestricted access to the community to anyone with an Orkut 
account.  
However, the presence of moderators (popularly called “Mods”) does account for a 
major organising principle through which behaviour is checked and the community is 
maintained. Topics that invite sexually explicit comments or tend to make “fanatic 
statements” against any sect, religion or region are banned by the moderators. The offending 
members are first given a “warning” and subsequently “banned” from the community if their 
behaviour persists. While a ban usually lasts a couple of weeks, such exercise of power and 
control by moderators elicits a mixed response from members, some of whom often call for 
their intervention when “things go out of hand” and then criticise their decision to ban 
                                               
21
 This argument was proposed by few members when they started a thread discussing the reasons for IIL 
description showing “content surpressed” for over 10 months, despite apparent requests to moderators to look 
into the matter. One of the members even referred to it as “IIL’s identity crisis”. 
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members on petty issues. This ambivalence towards moderators, bordering on disapproval 
and disenchantment from some members was also revealed by the informants. 
 
The process of selection of moderators has been arbitrary over time. As previous 
threads and interview data revealed, while moderators have previously been handpicked by 
the owner from among popular members, the current moderators volunteered to take on the 
role after much negotiation and discussion over who would be appropriate for this apparently 
controversial role. Yet, it is their undemocratic selection (without a voting system) that has 
caused resentment among some members who have not only accused them for taking their 
role too seriously as if they were “working for money”, mocked them for demonstrating 
hegemony on an online forum but also challenged the presence of a Pakistani as a moderator. 
As informant 8 argued, “A Pakistani guy is the Mod of the IIL community which is just 
ridiculous.13k members and you appoint a Paki [sic] guy?! Though he is my friend and other 
mods’ friend too...but you can’t keep a Paki [sic] who has hatred against India and people of 
India as moderator”.  These accusations serve to indicate that while the need for moderators 
is unanimously agreed on, any coercive action is debated upon, as limits to one’s freedom of 
speech on an online forum cannot really be enforced in the long run. Some IIL members 
clearly resist such authority and often make provocative remarks only to underline that 
moderators’ powers can be undermined in an open online forum. Further, informant 8’s 
response elucidates the underlying animosity against the presence of a Pakistani that 
manifests itself especially during debates on Indo-Pak or Hindu-Muslim issues.   
 
Since there are no restrictions to IIL membership, the open access to IIL forum also 
enables “cross-posting” by members of Pakistanis in London (PIL) community on the IIL 
forum who make inflammatory remarks to incite heated arguments among IIL members, and 
this can be recognised as a practice that often elicits moderators’ intervention. A PIL poster 
named “Raheel” is particularly infamous in the IIL community and serves not only to bring 
IIL members together in defending India’s greatness against the anti-India remarks by him 
but also elicits various suggestions from members to tackle such “intruders”, that range from 
ignorance to mocking, and even a form of resistance whereby moderators do not “ban” him, 
so as “not to give what he wants”. These exchanges on IIL demonstrate that while 
moderators chose to exercise the “open access” option for IIL provided by Orkut, clear 
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distinctions are made through discourse between members and “outsiders”, hence 
demonstrating their efforts at creating a community with boundaries, albeit imaginary. 
 
The discursive space provided by IIL is textual in nature, allowing members to create 
identity and community online through their “posts” and this signifies its chief defining 
characteristic. Since the use of HTML language on the community forum is disabled, IIL 
members are limited to either type their responses within 2043 characters or at the most paste 
hyperlinks to other web sources while posting on the IIL forum. This practice of posting web 
links to YouTube videos and British and Indian newspapers and channels is particularly 
popular, thereby indicating that discourse on IIL not merely relies on reading static texts but 
encourages viewing videos and photos through movement online to other sites, not least to 
other users’ profile pages. Following Hine’s (2000: 62) argument that ‘the goal of an online 
ethnography is to explore what those links are and how they are performed’, advocating a 
“connective” rather than a “static” approach to ethnography, I also observed the nature of 
such links and how members choose to share videos of latest Bollywood film trailers and 
substantiate their arguments through reports and videos hosted on other sites. This reliance 
on ethnic and national news and entertainment products serves to corroborate the themes of 
longing for India and increased consciousness of one’s national identity (identified earlier 
from informant’s discourses),  and is enabled by the possibility of including web links in  IIL 
discourse.  
 
In addition, while the forum allows members to textually present themselves and read 
others’ post, the hyperlinked names that accompany each post enable members to navigate 
easily to others’ profile pages and establish personal links and dialogue.  This constitutes a 
significant practice of the IIL experience on Orkut and helps to serve two purposes. Firstly, 
navigating to others’ profile page helps determine the authenticity of the Orkut users. 
Interview data revealed that informants’ determine the authenticity of users’ identity by 
assessing sections on one’s profile page such as the list of “friends” and their friendship 
“connections”, testimonials (where users have statements written about them by their 
friends), photo albums and membership of various communities. Hence, these emerge as 
primary aides at establishing one’s authenticity on Orkut and in encouraging traffic to one’s 
page. Secondly, Orkut allows its users to see who visited their page on the previous day and 
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week, and provides the statistic for number of visitors to one’s profile page, thus enabling 
users to visit their visitors in return. Thus, it can be argued that the community experience 
offered by IIL on Orkut is not limited simply to the forum but encourages navigation to 
others’ profile pages, allowing for new network connections to emerge.  
 
However, a significant practice that seeks to circumvent all notions of propriety and 
authenticity is when a poster uses a fraud profile name and picture in order to make 
subversive or derogatory remarks on IIL; a practice that has resulted in the coining of the 
term “fakie” by IIL members. Such fakies, who make appearances at regular intervals on the 
forum, can easily be spotted as they don dubious names and invariably post sarcastic or 
inflammatory remarks. These posters with fake profiles are known (and even relished) 
primarily for their “entertainment value” – as informants confirmed – and use the mechanism 
of anonymity to challenge the authority of moderators. Thus, it is interesting to note that 
even on a social networking site, where emphasis is laid on creating authentic profiles to 
enable mappings one’s offline connections online, the possibilities afforded by anonymity in 
an online context continue to be exercised and provide for a potent tool to resist the power 
play that emerges in the virtual diasporic congregation of IIL. 
 
Group specific Social Meanings 
Following Baym’s model (in Jones, 1998: 38), so far, the pre-existing structures that 
influence community formation has been discussed. It is now useful to present the group 
specific social meanings that have emerged from the appropriation of these structures that 
enable IIL members to imagine it as a community. 
(i) Forms of expression - IIL members have been able to create expressions that have 
acquired common understanding among the group members, and are used often by members 
who choose to participate. Key among these is the expression “hijacking a thread”, whereby 
members decry any attempts at digressing from the matter being discussed, and the term 
“IIL-ian” to refer to members of the community, just as one would refer to members of an 
institution. The use of short forms such as DP (Display picture), TP ( time pass) and Mods 
(moderators) have also emerged in addition to the use of more commonly known 
abbreviations like IMHO (in my humble opinion), LOL (laughing out loud) and ROFL 
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(rolling on the floor laughing) and spellings such as “abt” and “gurls” that follow the 
phonetics of the word, thus drawing  attention to the specific discursive practices that IIL 
members adopt when interacting on the forum. That apart, emoticons offered on the site, 
(such as , , , , ) are used by most members posting on the forum to clarify the 
import of the comments being made. While some of these are not just specific to IIL 
members as they have been in use ever since the introduction of computer mediated 
communication, it however highlights the familiarity of IIL members with a computer based 
lingo which clearly extends to the use of social media like Orkut as well. In addition, it is 
also very common for members to express themselves in Hindi language, albeit using the 
Roman script. Such use of Hindi indicates members’ assumption that all members of IIL 
would be familiar with the language. When members wish to reply to previous posters the 
convention of quoting them is followed, and to this effect the practice of using the following 
symbol “^^^^^^” is common, signifying a quotation. 
 
(ii) Identity- As discussed before, members create an online identity for themselves by 
posting topics of a particular nature or providing help of a particular kind on the forum. 
Some members also create an online persona by the profile names they select for themselves 
that are different from their actual names. Profile names such as ‘victim of reality’ and ‘The 
Lady in Red’, serve to establish new members among the existing members and help to 
generate curiosity and initiate a conversation. However, since it is a social networking site 
the onus is on knowing the “real person” and hence most IIL members choose to maintain 
their offline identity when interacting on IIL. Doing so is important as IIL members 
periodically meet face to face offline and any pretences or appearances are hard to sustain 
over time. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to see a handful of IIL members creating 
multiple fake profiles (fakies) only to participate anonymously in controversial topics on the 
forum. 
 
(iii) Relationships – Orkut users participating in IIL not only construct identities on the 
forum but also develop relations through it. While some members are familiar with other 
members offline before joining IIL, interview data suggests that members actively seek to 
“find friends” on the forum and create a surrogate family of other diasporic Indians in a 
country new to them. Such relationship building is made possible through both frequent 
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interactions on the forum as well as through offline “meet- ups” organised by IIL members. 
The dependency on such online friends who can metamorphose into offline relationships is 
high, as members choose to discuss personal problems and circumstances in order to seek 
help or attention.  A case in point would be the thread where a member disclosed her agony 
over being forced into an “arranged marriage” by her traditional Indian parents when they 
learnt of her pre-marital relationships. Such disclosure of intimate details enlisted support 
from IIL members who were quick in offering a wide range of suggestions to escape a 
“forced marriage”. Further, frequent interaction on the forum results in members getting to 
know each other better and as a result it is common to see threads wishing “Happy Birthday” 
to popular group members. 
 
(iv) Behavioural Norms – As Baym has noted, the norms that develop in an online group are 
directly related to the group’s purposes (in Jones, 1998: 61). This holds true even in the case 
of IIL. Since one of the key purposes of the members is to seek suggestions and advice, it is 
common to see members mentioning their query by selecting appropriate words for the 
subject heading. This enables IIL members to decide which threads they want to read and 
participate in and it functions as a key organising principle on the forum. That apart, the 
practice of quoting earlier posts and the use of emoticons also indicates the norms of 
textually presenting oneself on the forum. Since most of the community interactions take 
place in English language, it has been observed that errors of grammar and spelling are on 
occasions made fun of and this could be identified as a reason why some members hesitate to 
contribute to the forum.  
 
 Each of the above social meanings that emerge is a result of the manner in which pre-
existing structures have been appropriated. The asynchronous temporal structure offers 
members enough time to design their online persona and construct and edit their responses to 
a post. The use of emoticons and other CMC based languages indicate the external context of 
members’ familiarity with the Internet, in addition to the external context of their diasporic 
status that encourages them to participate on IIL in the first place. The similar demographic, 
educational and economic background of participants also enables them to empathise with 
each other and provide the companionship and support structure that the group aims to offer. 
Hence, it can be safely argued that it is through the continuous generation and reinforcement 
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of these group specific social meanings that members are able to imagine IIL as a community 
and make it a part of their everyday lives. 
 
III. Analysis of Archived Thread 
The data obtained through qualitative in-depth interviews and participant 
observations have brought to the fore the experience of IIL members and the practices 
through which they are able to imagine it as a community. In order to triangulate the findings 
so far and, in particular, demonstrate how members use IIL to construct their identity in a 
new country by reiterating their national identity; I present analysis of a thread from the 
forum. 
 
The subject heading of the thread “What Indians can do that others simply can’t???” 
is the first indicator of the nature of comments invited, encouraging members to cite what 
according to them sets Indians apart, and carries a distinctly nationalistic tone. As such, the 
opening comment by the initiator of the thread reveals an attempt at lauding achievements of 
an Indian in comparison to “others”. The poster ‘Prakash22’ writes  
Have u ever heard of 6th sense brain plant. Yaa it is amazing and the most 
important is that the master mind behind this innovation is an Indian, student of 
MIT- Pranav Mistry. A must watch clip--- 
http://www.vtualerts.com/inspirational-stories/must-watch-the-future-of-personal-
computing-and-communication/ 
 
The following is an excerpt from the ensuing 83 posts long discussion: 
Sheeba- one more thing... increasing population...  
Raman- smell of garlic n onion all de [sic] time...  
Raaghav- Dil darad [emotions] ....Make love with passion ;)  
Rashi - Seema...n [sic] also cockroaches and Lizards to accompany them...!! 
yuckkkksss  
Prakash - Lol Sheeba n [sic] Raman. I can't stop laughing  
~☆♥ Garima - warmth in relationships....  
Meena - jhagda ...dekha yahan aa kar nahi bhule [Arguments….see you have not 
forgotten it on coming here either]  
~☆♥ Garima - aray positive bolo.... [Oh say positive things...] 
On a break - Littering  
Smita - @Garima... warmth in relationships.... so tottaly [sic] agree..... have u 
guys ever observed that Indians are more smiley to strangers than other 
nationals??? 
                                               
22 Names have been changed in the interest of anonymity. 
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Debashish- yes ..when ..english man speaks in northern accent ..most indians just 
smile in return..as they dont have clue what he said!!!  
Savli- lolz so true debu  
 
The above excerpt shows that while the initiator of the thread was hoping to elicit a 
positive image of India, the responses that immediately followed were less flattering as the 
poster ‘Sheeba’ mentions India’s population and another poster ‘Raman’ mentions the ‘smell 
of garlic and onion’ in jest. Such responses show that the subject of a thread can be 
interpreted in various ways and subsequent posts can serve to contradict the initial intention 
of the poster. While the third poster does mention “making love with passion” attempting to 
cite more favourable characteristics, what follows is a mix of positive and not-so-positive 
comments about the identity of Indians that sets them apart from others. As a result, the 
poster ‘Meena’ reminds that the argumentative trait has followed us “here” too, by which she 
could well mean both London and the virtual diasporic space on Orkut. The next poster 
‘Garima’ mentions “warmth in relationships” and urges members to cite positive aspects 
only. Such a comment clearly demonstrates the effort made to project a particular image of 
Indians, and the member’s consciousness of “getting it right” on a media platform. Despite 
this, some members continue to find humour in answering the initial question, amply 
signifying that IIL is considered a social space where discussions can take a humorous note, 
as would be the case in any offline setting.  
To the comments made above, the next poster ‘Abhi’ gives the following repartee. 
╬♥Abhi ♥ - Sorry guys...I wud beg to differ...Even if there's no conversation, we 
smile n greet evry1...Itney paawan hain log jahaan...mein nit nit sheesh jhukata 
hoon...Bhaarat ka rehne wala hoon, Bhaarat ki baat sunata hoon...  [ a place 
where people are so holy, I bow my head in reverence…I am a resident of India, 
and shall talk about India only] 
Meena -Smita u r so right ....yesterday in the train my friend from India on visit , 
asked me y [they] [sic] r sitting so uptight in the train as if someone has passed 
away  
Monisha - Indians can live with family..........others can't.  
 
The famous Hindi film song from yesteryears that ‘Abhi’ quotes serves to indicate the 
obvious nationalistic fervour that he demonstrates in attempting to defend any criticism 
against India. Simultaneously, ‘Meena’ shares a personal anecdote in showing agreement 
with ‘Smita’ by mentioning the “uptightness” of Britishers in contrast to Indians’ 
“friendliness”, thereby mobilising a binary opposition in order to establish their 
distinctive identity. Likewise, ‘Monisha’ relies on a positive representation of Indians 
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and mentions their loyalty towards family. However, the process of negotiation involved 
in delineating the nature of one’s identity in such discussions is evident in the following 
remark by the poster ‘Kanika’.  
Kanika - i dunno [sic] if these are good or bad but...indians either smile too much 
or frown too much... we become attached to anybody and everybody, take offence 
for nothing, provide reason for every damn thing without even being asked and slog 
even when not required !!!  
Sipika - indians are entrepreneurial...will make money out of sand also  
 
Here ‘Sipika’s’ comment is unrelated to the earlier post, thus indicating that in asynchronous 
communication, the posts may not always be a repartee to earlier comments but could be 
stray thoughts from members which can appear at random.  Nevertheless, the consistency in 
citing Indian’s distinctively positive qualities, in order to construct one’s identity continues. 
The responses serve to corroborate Hall’s observation that a national culture is a discourse ─ 
a way of constructing meanings which influences and organizes our actions and our 
conceptions of ourselves (Hall, 1992: 297). 
 
However, as the following excerpt demonstrates, in undertaking the project of 
describing Indian’s uniqueness, the discussion draws remarks that seem to take a more 
critical look at one’s national identity and its representation.  
Rakesh -We can make Communities any where in the World and can be at ease... 
Kanika -1 more...we are very good at typecasting... just the way we are doing 
right now  
Chetan - type casting has been promoted heavily by bollywood and its kinda [sic] 
stuck... I remember all goans in hindi movies would have christian names, would 
be always high on booze and the ladies always wore skimpy clothes... similarly 
for south indians all were in Lungi23... thankfully sardarji's have been mostly 
confined to joke books...  
╬♥Abhi╬♥  - hahahahahahahahahahahaha ......so true Chetan....lol  
[...] 
 Raman - Boasting about culture and tradition   
 
While ‘Kanika’ highlights the obvious attempt at “typecasting”, the poster ‘Raman’ cheekily 
mentions member’s attempts at “boasting”, thus demonstrating that IIL members do not 
loose their critical reading of posts while participating in what some may consider a self-
indulgent discussion. ‘Chetan’, in particular, is critical of the stereotypes perpetuated by 
                                               
23
 The lungi, also known as a sarong or dhoti (Pakistan), is a garment worn around the waist in India, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh and  Sri Lanka.  
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Bollywood films while constructing an image of people from different parts of India. His 
argument serves to exemplify Hall’s remark (ibid) about how “a national culture is used as a 
discursive device” in Bollywood films such that “difference is represented as unity”, even 
though each part of India is distinct and the concept of India is ambiguous, and simply hard 
to define in simple terms. However, the need to engage in constructing such definitions arise 
when Indians become decentred members in a foreign land and seek to establish their 
distinctiveness through cultural artifacts, as the following argument made by ‘Simran’ in 
defence of “boasting” illustrates. 
Simran●•· - @raman...we don't bost [sic]...our culture and treditions [sic] r very 
colourful so its [sic] stands out...last month we celebrated international day....all 
gori [British] teachers were keep [sic] asking about our outfit one of teachers she 
always borrow [sic] my indian outfit foe [sic] special occasion...they loved our food 
though we had lots of food from different country [sic]...our bhangra24 was more 
popular than street dancing....  
 
In contrast, the poster ‘Rashi’ mentions a religious practice followed in some parts of India 
and her tone does not seek to hide the amusement that non- Indians would express when 
mentioning that “Indians worship rats”. 
Rashi - Indians Worship Rats!!!!   
Ỹ’ŊФ ỉ┬Z Mε Ľεộ_ - dats [sic] true! ppl wrship [sic] rats, cows, snakes, bulls.... in 
India... 
╬♥Abhi╬♥ - hello ppl...As far as Hinduism is concernd [sic], there is only one 
God, Parmatma...we worship him in different representations... Plz dnt make a 
laffin [sic] stock out of urself when goras or sum1 ask u about it... […] 
Chetan - thread hijacked by indians :) 
 
However, ‘Abhi’ is quick to once again defend the religious practice by highlighting its 
significance in Hinduism and stresses members to do the same, instead of “making a 
laughing stock of yourself in front of Goras [Britishers]”. Here ‘Rashi’s’ comment and 
‘Abhi’s’ repartee serves to exemplify Gidden’s argument that in times of modernity ‘social 
practices are constantly examined and reformed in the light of incoming information about 
those very practices, thus constitutively altering their character’ (Giddens, 1990: 37- 38). 
Such quoting of differences in cultural traditions and practices moreover draws attention to 
the fact that “late-modern societies are characterized by ‘difference’”. While ‘Abhi’ goes on 
to describe in detail the tenets of Hindu philosophy in his later posts, ‘Chetan’, in keeping 
                                               
24
 Bhangra is a form of music and dance native of the Punjab region of India and Pakistan. 
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with IIL norms, disapproves of such digression into a religious discussion by playfully 
mentioning the “hijacking of thread by Indians”, thus demonstrating a popular expression 
used by IIL-ians.  
  
While the subsequent comments in the thread have elicited both flattering and critical 
remarks from posters ( and cannot be discussed in its entirety due to constraints of space), 
they serve to indicate the use of group-specific expressions, such as abbreviations and 
emoticons, in discursively engaging in the process of identity construction on an online 
media platform. Each of the comments highlight that IIL members draw from their memories 
and experience of growing up in India and then try to understand their newly attained 
diasporic status by combining it with a narrative of adjusting to a culture abroad. It signifies 
an unconscious process of ‘learning to inhabit at least two identities, to speak two cultural 
languages and to translate and negotiate between them’ (Bhabha, 1990 in Hall et al, 1992: 
310). Drawing upon the repertoire of memory, fantasy and myth, IIL members excavate and 
bring to light the fixed frames of reference provided by their national cultural identity which 
lie beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of diasporic history. These, at the same 
time, are reference points that enable them to mark out critical points of difference when 
engaging with members of their adopted country. Hence, these cultural points of reference 
serve as crucial coordinates on which to map out the terrain of their diasporic identity; 
identities that are constantly produced and reproduced anew, through transformation and 
difference, on the discursive networked space of IIL. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
 
The research conducted in this thesis was based on the observation by the author that 
increasingly generic, popular social networking sites are being appropriated by diasporic 
members for their own community interaction; signaling the advent of a new communication 
platform at the disposal of diasporic individuals. Based on this premise, the primary 
objective of the research conducted in this thesis has been to shed light on the practices 
through which diasporic Indians use social media for the construction of diasporic identity 
and community, what motivates such practices and their perceptions of the resulting online 
community relationships. In this quest, it was useful to consider the Indians in London (IIL) 
community on Orkut (which is the social media platform most popular amongst Indians, and 
arguably amongst the Indian diaspora as well), as a case study, and investigate the central 
research questions posed, through an ethnographic study of IIL members’ behaviour and 
beliefs. A theoretical framework was constructed by drawing on previous research in the 
areas of social networking sites, virtual community, diaspora and identity, thus providing for 
the theoretical underpinnings on which the IIL case could be examined. Since the focus of 
this research has been to explore the online diasporic space of IIL through the eyes of its 
members, a virtual ethnographic study comprising qualitative methods of in-depth interviews 
and participant observations, along with the study of an archived thread, helped generate data 
that was analysed through the methods of coding, narrative analysis and interpretation.   
  
 This final chapter brings together the key findings generated through the analysis of 
qualitative data, to present a coherent picture through which one can get an informed insight 
into the world inhabited by members of Indians in London community on Orkut. I begin by 
re- presenting the two parts of the central research question and discuss the results obtained, 
while simultaneously noting how the IIL case is informed by the theories invoked in Chapter 
2. At the end, I discuss the limitations of this research and how it can be conducted 
differently with a larger time frame and scope, and close by reiterating the central argument 
of this research. 
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Re-visiting the Research Question 
The first part of the central research question asked ‘How do IIL members experience 
and understand the IIL community on Orkut?’ To address this question, two initial themes 
were identified from the questions in the interview guide ─ the motivation to join IIL and the 
perceptions of IIL community. Subsequently, eight themes were generated from informants’ 
responses to the interview questions related to these themes, which serve to present their 
experience and understanding of IIL in a nutshell. While the themes of seeking information, 
support network of knowledgeable individuals, harnessing benefits from a large membership, 
and fun and socializing reveal the motivation to join IIL by Indian diasporic users of Orkut, 
the themes of high dependence on IIL, scepticism about strength of ties and members’ 
commitment, community ‘real’ only for some and unlikely substitute for an offline community 
emerge as the key points that capture the perception of IIL members about the community 
and the resulting relationships on the platform. 
  
 What emerges significant from the above themes is that there appears to be two 
dispositions in operation. On the one hand, there is very high reliance on the IIL forum 
amongst diasporic Indians ─ most of whom are young, first generation immigrants in UK 
and typically part of the ‘knowledge diaspora’ ─ for seeking valuable information from 
fellow Indian immigrants on logistic issues that members are confronted with upon transition 
to a new country and when trying to extend their stay in UK; and for finding a support 
network of other diasporic members for socializing and companionship. This intent is 
supported by the presence of the networked platform, Orkut, where members are able to 
firstly “search” for a diasporic community and then have the ease of meeting and 
communicating with new people, through the mechanism of “scraps”, instant and private 
messages and most certainly through the forum on IIL. The “searchability” feature, which 
distinguishes networked publics like Orkut from unmediated and other mediated publics, is 
the mechanism by which diasporic Indians are able to locate other diasporic members on the 
platform promptly. Thus, a user friendly system infrastructure provides for a suitable context 
on Orkut that encourages interaction amongst unknown others. While the motivation to be 
part of such an online diaspora, coupled with the ease of communicating on an online 
networked platform clearly explains members’ high dependence on the IIL community, it is 
nevertheless important to note that there is a counter trend working at the same time. The 
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themes describing members’ perception of IIL community reveal that scepticism about the 
strength of ties remain and members continuously question their ties formed on IIL, 
underlining their awareness of the difference between online and offline relationships. As the 
small sample of 8 informants revealed (and hence findings are not representative), even 
though members participate on IIL everyday, and some even consider it as a “home away 
from home”, they however never forget that the relationships remain virtual, lack the 
commitment or sense of ownership found in offline relationships and hence engage 
themselves in the forum only partially- as if it were (in IIL lingo) for “time pass”. This 
makes for an interesting finding, particularly when one notes that some IIL members meet 
offline periodically, for celebration of Indian festivals or other recreational activities. But the 
interactions and relationships formed on the IIL community for the most part remain suspect, 
thus highlighting that it is unlikely to emerge as a substitute for an offline community. 
 
 The second part of the central research question asked, ‘How do members create and 
maintain the IIL community?’ To address this aspect, key results were obtained through all 
the three methods of interview, observation and the analysis of archived thread, and 
confirmed through triangulation. Firstly, the initial themes of high activity on IIL and 
changes in community were identified from the interview guide as the two ways members 
create and maintain the IIL community. While answers relating to the former theme revealed 
topics of interest, certainty of receiving advice, longing for India and addiction to Orkut as 
the reasons for high activity on the forum, the latter theme brought to light additional themes 
of change of moderators, advent of new members and greater incidence of friction from 
informants’ responses, that explain the way the community has undergone change. These 
aspects were confirmed during participant observation which further highlighted several key 
dimensions. Firstly, the presence of moderators accounts for a major organising principle 
through which behaviour is regulated and the community is maintained. The members of IIL 
share an ambivalent relationship with these moderators, as on the one hand their role is 
considered crucial to maintaining decorum on the online forum, but at the same time, 
members resist any power play whereby moderators discourage open discussion on 
contentious issues through the threat of a “ban”. In addition, the presence of a Pakistani 
moderator is also a matter of contention and is often despised when heated debates on Indo-
Pak or Hindu-Muslim relations take place on the forum. The IIL forum is also a veritable 
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ground for discussions on religious and regional identity, becoming the focal point of several 
instances of friction on IIL. This aspect, along with the rise in “mocking”, provides clues to 
why most members choose to be “lurkers” on the forum and abstain from actively posting on 
it, thereby negotiating a ‘collective action dilemma’ when participating on the online forum. 
While the community boasts of more than 14,000 members as of January 2010, it is worth 
noting that there are only some, in the order of a few hundred, who contribute to the forum 
on a regular basis, indicating the reading-based activity of the majority, who post only when 
seeking information. While such an approach could result in the ‘Tragedy of Commons’─ as 
is the case with numerous other communities on Orkut (both diasporic and otherwise) where 
members post only sporadically on the forum and hence do not contribute to its maintenance; 
the active contribution on the IIL-commons by the regular participation of some members 
signals the operation of cooperation and reciprocation among them, enabling the community 
to be vibrant at all times. 
 
In addition, application of Baym’s model helped identify the pre-existing factors 
(external contexts, asynchronous temporal structure of Orkut, participant characteristics, 
system infrastructure and group purposes) that influence participation on IIL, and their 
appropriation by IIL members results in the creation of group specific social meanings that 
enable members to “imagine” IIL as a community. These social meanings relate to group-
specific forms of expression, identity, relationships and behavioural norms that provide for 
the fundamental ways in which boundaries are discursively constructed on IIL and existing 
IIL members distinguished from newcomers and “outsiders”. I have argued that it is through 
the continuous generation and reinforcement of these group specific social meanings that 
members are able to imagine IIL as a community and make it a part of their everyday lives. 
 
While members create an online identity for themselves (that may or may not be 
consistent with their offline identity) through the means of a profile photo, user name and 
most importantly through participation on particular types of threads only on the IIL forum; 
the frequent emergence of “fakies” on the forum indicates the practice of anonymity on the 
networking site. It is interesting to note that even on a social networking site, where 
emphasis is laid on creating authentic profiles to enable mappings one’s offline connections 
online, the possibilities afforded by anonymity in an online context continue to be exercised 
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and provide for a potent tool to resist the hegemony perpetrated by moderators on the virtual 
diasporic congregation of IIL. 
 
The sub-research question sought to enquire, ‘How do IIL members engage in the 
construction of diasporic, cultural identity through their online interaction/practices on 
Orkut?’   In addressing this question, I have made four key points in this thesis. 
Corroborating observation data, interview responses revealed that members actively use the 
IIL forum for discussing issues that directly relate to developments in India or for 
reminiscing about their growing up years in their “home country”, clearly demonstrating the 
articulation of their Indian identity and its assertion on the IIL platform. Here, I firstly argue 
that members seek to construct their diasporic identity in a new country, through discussions 
that strengthen their sense of national identity. Frequent discussions on Bollywood films, 
cricket matches, Indian politics and the rise of terrorism become the focal points for 
demonstrating their allegiance to India and for participating in long distance nationalism. In 
addition, the IIL forum is used to organize celebration of Indian festivals offline and it is 
common to see queries about Hindu temples, Indian restaurants, and shops that sell Indian 
attire in London. While some informants claimed that it is important to be a “Roman in 
Rome” and hence support the British in sports and other matters, observation reveals that the 
IIL forum provides a space where nationalistic fervour acquires a definite pitch. Assertions 
about one’s Indian identity, through comments like “Proud to be Indian” and “We Indians 
rock” demonstrate their need to define themselves when in a foreign land and threads like 
“What Indians can do that others simply can’t”, “Things about India people ask...Let's get 
AWARE!”, and “You Know You Grew Up in India in the 90s when...”, seek to establish their 
distinctiveness from Britishers and other nationals. This attitude can be explained by the fact 
that when identity is in crisis i.e. ‘when something assumed to be fixed, coherent and stable 
is displaced by the experience of doubt and uncertainty’ (Mercer: 1990); it gives reason for 
diasporic individuals to engage in production and re-production of their identity. Secondly, 
the diasporic movement, in search for better opportunities, and facilitated by the process of 
globalization has caused a shifting of identities among diasporic individuals, causing IIL 
members to feel “stuck between two cultures”. As one informant explained “People try to 
justify greatness of India which particularly comes to light once they go abroad…meaning 
they don’t wanna [sic] cut loose but wanna [sic] live abroad’. Such tension of political 
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orientation between loyalty to the homeland and that of the host country, demonstrates the 
meaning of ‘diaspora as a social form’ (Vertovec, 2000) and its awareness of ‘decentred 
attachments’ (Gilroy, 1993). Thirdly, IIL members, through their textual representations and 
discursive practices on the forum, manifest their awareness of multi-locality by carefully 
adopting linguistic and cultural practices of both their homeland and their country of 
settlement (such as using Hinglish on the forum and using terms like ‘mate’, and supporting 
the British team in football and the Indian team in cricket matches), thus seeking an 
“imaginary coherence” to their malleable identities. Older IIL members demonstrate through 
their discourse that they invariably belong to a culture of hybridity, as they have learnt to 
inhabit two identities and speak two cultural languages, signaling that their identities have 
become irrevocably translated or diasporised. Finally, I have argued that IIL members 
experience a loss of traditional community based on spatial proximity, and this distanciation 
from familiar people and spaces signifies a crisis of familiar space, which together with the 
crisis of identity, become the chief reasons for the mobilization of the networked space of 
Orkut; making it emerge as an “alternative” platform for constructing identity and 
community. 
 
This ethnographic research study entailed a few limitations. Firstly, the observations 
could only account for the interactions of those few members who choose to participate on 
the forum and could not possibly include the reading-based activity of the lurkers. This was 
the case as from a discursive point of view, ‘the silent are difficult to incorporate into the 
analyses’ in an online study (Hine, 2000: 25). Secondly, I recognise that despite benefiting 
from the advantages of sharing the same cultural background as the informants, I might have 
taken certain things for granted and missed out on facts that seemed obvious to me but could 
have had significance for others. Lastly, the findings in this study are not representative of 
the practices and perceptions of other diasporic communities on Orkut or those on other 
social networking sites. Using a combined qualitative-quantitative approach, several other 
communities on social media platforms could be studied that could offer a better insight of 
the significance of this medium of communication for the diaspora. Since communication 
technologies are changing more rapidly than users can keep abreast with them, it would be 
interesting to investigate through further research whether this networked medium of 
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communication among the diaspora sustains over time and how new changes to the medium 
are incorporated by users in their discursive practices. 
 
To conclude this thesis, it can be argued that although diasporic groups on social 
media platforms like Orkut do emerge as an alternative space for the diaspora to engage in 
identity and community construction, and which on several occasions serve to provide the 
support structure and companionship of a ‘virtual family away from home’, it is nevertheless 
essential to recognize members’ ambivalence towards the relationships formed on such 
online spaces. While ‘enough people are carrying out public discussions long enough, with 
sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships’ on IIL, and hence it can be 
understood as a community following Rheingold’s definition, it is nonetheless a community 
that is defined by transient relationships, where interaction involves seeking companionship 
with the absent other without any sense of commitment and hence explains members’ 
perception that it is unlikely to emerge as a substitute for an offline community. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Cohen builds upon the framework developed by William Safran (1991) to provide a list of 9 
conditions which when satisfied allows the application of the label ‘diaspora’. These 
conditions are: 
1) Dispersal from an original homeland, often traumatically, to two or more 
foreign regions; 
2) Alternatively, the expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit 
of trade or to further colonial ambitions; 
3) A collective memory and myth about the homeland, including its location, 
history and achievements; 
4) An idealization of the putative ancestral home and a collective commitment 
to its maintenance, restoration, safety and prosperity, even to its creation; 
5) The development of a return movement that gains collective approbation; 
6) a strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and based 
on a sense of distinctiveness, a common history and the belief in a common 
fate; 
7) A troubled relationship with host societies, suggesting a lack of acceptance 
at the last or the possibility that another calamity might befall the group; 
8) A sense of empathy and solidarity with co-ethnic members in other 
countries of settlement; and 
9) The possibility of a distinctive creative, enriching life in host countries with 
a tolerance for pluralism (Cohen, 1997: 26). 
 
 
INITIAL INTERVIEW REQUEST 
 
Hello XX, 
 
How are you? 
 
I am writing to you with a special request. 
 
I am a Master’s student of Media, Communication and Cultural Studies at Institute of 
Education, University of London and Roskilde University, Denmark. This semester I am 
writing my thesis on the Indian Diaspora’s use of Social Networking Sites and wish to 
consider the IIL community as my case study. For this I need to conduct online interviews 
with at least 10 IIL members who could share with me their experience of being an IIL 
member, the benefits or disadvantages of using Orkut as a social media platform and discuss 
your ideas and feelings related to being on IIL in totality. 
 
I would be really grateful if you would spare some of your time to tell me about your 
experience of being an IIL member and of using Orkut, drawing from your experience as a 
diasporic Indian user. I have approached you as you are one of the active members of the IIL 
community.  
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The interview would be like a simple chat session, lasting 60-90 minutes. Since it’s a 
qualitative study, there will be no questionnaires or tick boxes. Instead, there will be 
questions that seek your elaborate answers. 
 
If you will be willing to participate, kindly respond to this private message. I will then set up 
a date and time that is convenient for you, to conduct this interview. In anything I use from 
what you say, I will make sure that no clues are given that disclose your identity. 
 
If you wish to know anymore details about me or have any questions regarding the interview, 
please feel free to get in touch with me.  
 
I hope you will help. Sorry to have wasted your time if you are not interested. 
 
I look forward to your prompt response. 
 
Thanks in advance! 
Surabhi 
 
 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
Demographic questions 
 
Which age group do you belong to? 18 to 25 years, 25 to 35 years, above 35 years 
What is your occupation- Student or working? 
How long have you been in the UK? 
 
Interview questions 
(These questions were posed in no specific order) 
 
1. Did you start using Orkut, before leaving India or after arriving in UK? 
2. What other social media platform are you acquainted with both at present and when 
you were in India? 
3. When did you join IIL? 
4. How much time do you spend on IIL forum everyday?  
5. Do you prefer to spend time at a stretch or with breaks? How does it help you? 
6. Do you participate on IIL from home or office or both? Any other place? 
7. Do you use instant chat on Orkut to interact with other members of IIL? 
8. By what other means do you interact/connect with IIL members – personal scraps, 
private messages on Orkut? 
9. Do you post questions in the “polls” section? What purpose does this section serve? 
10. Do you interact regularly on other communities on Orkut?  
11. Do you browse other IIL members profile when you see them on IIL? How does ILL 
member’s profile help you to communicate with someone you know or don’t know? 
12. How much do you trust people’s public profile? 
13. Do you participate in diasporic communities on other social networking sites like 
Facebook, Linkedin etc? If yes, what is your experience on them like? 
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14. How did you get to know about IIL?  
15. What motivated you to join IIL? What do you expect from ILL members in general? 
16. Why is it useful or important for you to be a member of IIL? What are the issues that 
make your experience of using IIL valuable?   
17. How useful is it to be a member of a social networking site, especially for discussing 
diasporic issues? 
18. Do you use Orkut for participating in diasporic communities only or for any other 
specific purposes? If yes, then what are those? 
19. Do you partially or equally use other social media platform for the above mentioned 
purposes? If yes, then is there any difference in experience in using different social 
media?  
20. Do you find diaspora issues more engaging than other issues? Are you also engaged 
in issues concerning the Indian diaspora offline? 
21. IIL is referred to as a “community” on Orkut. Do you think it’s a real community? 
What are your feelings about IIL as a community? 
22. What are the community issues that make ILL members active? 
23. What are the community issues that in your opinion are sidelined? 
24. What changes have you experienced in IIL online community (both community as a 
structure + issues discussed) since you have been a member? 
25. How much can an online community like ILL positively contribute to an offline 
diasporic community in London? 
26. Would you have been able to interact with the same set of people if you were not 
online? 
27. How long have the relationships you made through IIL lasted? 
28. If you ever confronted a problem, would you call on friends you met on IIL? Why or 
why not? 
29. Do you meet other IIL members offline? If so, how often?  
30. In what ways does meeting people on IIL influence your social life in London? 
31. How would your life be if there was not an opportunity to interact with other Indians 
on an online platform like IIL? 
32. What are the issues in ILL that attracts your attention mostly? Ex: Serious topics 
about Indian culture, tradition and values; lighter topics like playing word games, 
sharing jokes or any other kind of topics? 
33. Would you say that the IIL community acts as a substitute for a real (offline) 
community?  
34. In what ways does the public nature of interaction influence your comments and 
questions on IIL forum? Do you think you can post freely or do you think twice 
before posting? 
35. How do you determine what is appropriate to post? 
(i) What happens if a member makes comments that other members do not like? 
How is members’ behaviour checked? 
(ii) In what circumstances does a member get “banned/removed” from the     
community? 
36. How are the moderators of the forum selected? What role do they play? 
37. (i) How do you judge the authenticity of members participating on IIL? In other 
words, how can you tell a fake profile from a real person’s profile? 
38. (ii) Does it create problems for the existing members or is it okay when people         
make fake profiles? 
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39. How important is it for you to preserve your Indian culture, now that you are living in 
a world city like London? 
40. In what ways has interaction on IIL enabled you to keep your Indian culture and 
habits alive? 
41. Where do you think you belong- In India or in UK? 
42. Does the interaction on IIL influence the way you understand your diaspora status? If 
yes, how? 
43. Do you make a conscious effort at building a particular image for yourself within the 
community? If yes, how? 
44. Do you think your interaction with other Indians online keeps you from spending 
valuable and substantial amount of time with English people? In your view, does 
interaction on IIL hinder or facilitate your assimilation? 
45. Will you advise any new diasporic members to be an IIL member on Orkut? 
46. In the long run, would you prefer to live and work outside India and keep your 
connections intact through social media like Orkut, or would you rather be in India? 
 
 
SAMPLE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
 
Interview text with Informant 3 
 
me: Hi. Did you start using Orkut, before leaving India or after arriving in UK? 
informant 3: hi,  before comin to uk, started using orkut in India, that was just the starting 
mnths when orkut was out...didnt use it so much then as such, only started using it loads after 
coming here 
me: i see.... When did you join IIL? 
informant 3: arnd April 2007 
me: i see... so its been more than 2 years 
informant 3: yup 
me: and How long have u been in UK? 
informant 3: 3yrs ish...sept 2006 till date 
me: cool. What other social media platform are you acquainted with both at present 
and when you were in India? 
informant 3: no other social platform as such in india but i do use Facebook 
(occassionally)....reason i didnt sue much in India,  cause broadband downld limits were in 
place and dad wld get pissed off if i crossed limit :p 
me: I can understand...:-)  so...How did you get to know about IIL? 
informant 3: searched for indians" and " london" keywrds on orkut and found the 
community 
me: and... What motivated you to join IIL? What do you expect from ILL members in 
general? 
informant 3: i was studyin in scotland prior to that and moved close to london in 2007 
my motivation was to make new frnds as also business acquaintances... Just expect IIL 
members to be helpful to any1 that needs help and that we all share our knowledge and skills 
so that we all grow together ...and have loadsa Fun :) 
me: How much time do you spend on IIL forum everyday? 
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informant 3 more than 1.5hrs...not continuously....but in between work n stuff..login on and 
off 
me: do you log in from home, or office, or both...or some other place ....? 
informant 3: both 
me: so, what kind of topics catches ur interest mostly? 
informant 3: technical topics cause m a nerd :p and general help topics hate those argument 
topics based on country religion lingo etc as they wont solve anythin  just clash of egos  lol 
me: hmmm....but that goes on a lot, does it? 
informant 3: sometimes, not a lot i wld say,  theres always some1 who comes once in a 
while and triggers a conflict... feeds the foxes i must say ;) 
me: hmmm... The group is about diasporic Indians, How useful is it to be a member of 
a social networking site, especially for discussing diasporic issues? 
informant 3: its very useful to be part of such a diaspora. I dont just get all the general help i 
need but also get business related advice as all r desis and business related advice from desis 
helps....yes, very much... i have profited by it personally and wld love to return favour to 
any1 who needs it...its like "Knowledge is not a privilege but a responsibility" 
me: ah...i see.... tell me....u mentioned getting general help.....could you explain with 
some examples? 
informant 3: yup...like say i want to open a bank account as NRI  and i need unbiased 
views...i search in IIL forum for same and i get expereinces of many based on those factors i 
can eb more decisive and confident on goin ahead also, say i need to plan vacations ahead, i 
search in forums and i get info on loads of places cheapest way to go 
there accommodation, seasons to go at, activities to do etc....its like knowledge pool of 
localised people....if i need any other help like i am searching for suitable place for buyin 
house in London...i start thread mention my area, budget etc and i get awesome feedback and 
views certain people scrap me personally and we take any serious fiancial discussions on 
telephonic mediums and so on.. 
me: i see... so...If you ever confronted a problem, would you call on friends you met on 
IIL? 
informant 3: depends, if the problem isnt too personal... as i said general help 
but i do know few folks of iil who wld always lend a helping hand if in need 
guess we all realize that in a place away from home, we are the only family :) 
me: yes...that's the impression I am getting increasingly...:-) 
informant 3: that is the truth 
me: so, would it be correct to say that ILL acts like a home away from home? 
informant 3: it acts like a VIRTUAL family away from home....if i were really lonely i cld 
always do TP on IIL :)... say u r depressed or something...  u cld have a constructive 
discussion on iil...it helps sometimes to take mind off things and there is a convenience that u 
dont know the other person often and so u r more comfortable in d discussion 
me: the advantages of anonymity.... 
informant 3: yes exactly but 99% of us have genuine profiles anonymity can backfire 
terribly and i hate fake profile people they seem to have a hidden agenda 
me: How do you judge the authenticity of members participating on IIL? In other 
words, how can you tell a fake profile from a real person’s profile? 
informant 3: well, in technical terms u just cannot tell the authenticity but most often the 
fakie  wld have had a new profile done with no info on it and not many scraps mostly profile 
done in a hurry...if i were a fakie i wldnt spend time puttin info on a profile as i am a fake 
anyways 
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me: yes... So, how r people with fake profiles received at IIL? 
informant 3: 90% of the people hate them 
me: and why do u "hate" them....? 
informant 3: 10% like me find them entertaining...i dont hate them...i just dont recognize 
them and have no faith in having a truthful conversation with them...if i didnt tell u my real 
name etc and spoke to u wld u like to carry on the conversation in honesty? 
me: yes...i get ur argument... ok...IIL is referred to as a “community” on Orkut. Do you 
think it’s a real community? What are your feelings about IIL as a community? 
informant 3: Yes, its very much a real communitty with real events and real people (most) i 
guess a congregation of more than a bunch of people motivated by similar goals and life 
styles does amount to be called a community.... Well, dont have any attachment to IIL as 
such just flowing with the tide personally, i dont get deep into things with anythin then that 
way i wont get hurt if things go pear shape... thats same with all 
there is a degree to which every1 is involved...at the end of the day its a VIRTUAL 
community 
me: yes...but ...One of the key aspects that I wish to understand is how come IIL is such 
an active community? What according to u makes it such a vibrant place? 
informant 3: London is a very dynamic and active place similar to when i was in 
Mumbai...there is inflow and outflow of people and changing financial and work 
conditions and that combined with many of people like me with a thing in us to 
help every1 as we got helped by others before makes it very active...people like me who 
came from very active environments find many similar people in the community 
and we all resonate well so always active :) its like u have a pool of 10K people 
peiople with differnet attitudes, talenst etc... by being active on iil u get to choose ur frnds n 
so on then u get these virtual frnds with whom u speak day in and out virtually 
me: Do you meet other IIL members offline? If so, how often? 
informant 3: i meet them at least once every 2 mnths sometimes once evry mnth 
but thats purely because i live outside london and only travel on few weeknds every 
mnth into london 
me: Its very inetresting to see that IIL is not limited to peple only from London..... 
informant 3: no it isn’t... i must say we discuss things as if its indians in uk... it happens to 
be that huge immigrant concentration is in london so the community name...i travel so many 
times to london so i consider myself to be a Londoner :)....plus there r many people who at 
soemtime lived in london n r sharin their experiences 
me: ok...temme...Would you have been able to interact with the same set of people if 
you were not online? online as in on IIL? 
informant 3: nope...i wldnt get such an exposure on such a scale...orkut is more to thank 
these social platforms have got me in touch with people even from my school days 
its awesome 
me: yeah! and....how long have the relationships you made through IIL lasted? 
informant 3: till date but as i said i always keep a distance that’s my personal attitude...i like 
have zillions of frnds  but no 1 close :p 
me: ok... Do u particpate on any other diasporic grp on any other SNS? 
informant 3: not exactly 
me: are you aware if such other active communities exist on any other SNS, like 
Faceboo or Hi5? 
informant 3: nope 
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orkut is the only1 that has a "forum" kind of layout which makes it more like 
brainstorming in one virtual room.... m not aware of other SOCIAL sites that help doin d 
same 
me:  How would your life be if there was not an opportunity to interact with other 
Indians on an online platform like IIL? How woud it influence ur social life...? 
informant 3: m not sure but my social life wldnt change much... i wld still be doin what i 
do... just that it wld b bit more borin. London is d only happenin place in uk so far :p 
 [i was brought up in mumbai and so making a parallel with london] 
me: yes...i can imagine...What changes have you experienced in ILL online community 
(both community as a structure + issues discussed) since you have been a member? 
informant 3: over the yrs new people have come in...mostly younger people like me 
and we tend to have not so serious discussions often which irritates  old senior members 
topics have more or less revolved arnd simialr things more argumental topics have staretd 
cropping up lately and because most active members now r newbies discussion r becoming 
more immature IMHO but i love it because its change...ny change is interesting 
me: How do you determine what is appropriate to post? 
informant 3: i dont as is said, advantage of being virtual :) 
me: Do you interact regularly on other communities on Orkut? 
informant 3: yes on few communities... like...1. Electronics & 
Communications 2.Antennas 3. Electromagnetics n so on all technical communities 
me: ok. Do you use instant chat on Orkut to interact with other members of IIL? 
informant 3: nope 
me: ok... now moving to a different but related aspect.....How important is it for you to 
preserve your Indian culture, now that you are living in a foreign country? 
informant 3: I am not sure really.  I want to safeguard few good aspects of my culture 
but because this is an adopted culture.  i wld like to get best of all... i mean get to learn things 
here and there from different cultures 
me: hmmm....Has interaction on IIL enabled you to keep your Indian culture and 
habits alive in any way?  
informant 3: It hasnt changed anythin in that front, infact it has kept me tied to people of my 
culture... i guess at this point i feel that i must start mingling more with other cultures 
  even if it wld be difficult... not that i havent tried but its difficult...its more accent and slang 
that puts me on the back seat.  i am very keen on new cultures... as such is no 
problem....english gurls have weird accents and it gets difficult with my accent to crack even 
ajoke properly lol i literally have to explain ma joke lol 
me: ha ha :-)  ok....but.... do u think IIL members use IIL as a platform where they can 
assert thei Indian ness.....? show case it....practice it....preserve it....? 
informant 3: yes...very much.... i believe most indians esp in iil r very defensive of their 
culture and r trying hard t preserve it which i find hypocrisy as they r a guest in this 
country and they should behave as the host expects while in romans do as romans 
  that doesnt mean change food habits etc but mingling with other cultures indians do shy 
away from mingling with others... get comfy in their own cocoons :p 
me: do u think they use IIL as a refuge where they can do all this as in the outer world 
they can't? 
informant 3: yes 
me: do u remember any threads where discussion related to Indian identity was going 
on.....? 
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informant 3: many threads....particularly interesting was on BBCD's....british born confused 
desis  who r in even bigger jinx  eg: I am now here in uk and meet European gurls n stuff  but 
my parents expect me to stick to strict Indian values which makes me feel like if m gonna 
live here then how am i gonna keep both groups happy 
meanin stuck between 2 cultures 
me:  Where do you think you belong- In India or in UK? 
informant 3: I am an Indian and belong to India but i am explorer on a journey of life 
  studying other cultures and people 
me: i see...Do u think people make a conscious effort at building a particular image for 
yourself within the community? If yes, how? 
hermesjoel: yes  very much....example....initiating threads some wil start on businesss 
related topics attractin attention that they r business minded....some like me open science n 
tech related threads portrayin that they r keen on learning.... others start threads pertaining to 
incidents in india to show that they care what happens back home 
me: ok. In what ways does the public nature of interaction influence your comments 
and questions on IIL forum? Do you think you can post freely or do you think twice 
before posting? 
informant 3: In serious issues i post without seond thoughts but in playful threads i have to 
think twice...i have a tendency of being very naughty in posts sometimes :p 
me: ok ...:-) and... Do you post questions in the “polls” section? 
informant 3: nope 
me: ok... and... do you interact/connect with IIL members thru other meas – personal 
scraps, private messages on Orkut? 
informant 3: few members...yes but just casual hi, bye kinda stuff 
me: ok...lastly...Will you advise any new diasporic members to be an IIL member on 
Orkut? 
informant 3: yes...already have...for one main reason..loads of info on variety of areas 
concerning especially immigrants coming to uk.... u have answers to nearly all possible 
issues in iil 
me: Has IIL hindered or facilitated assimmilation in UK? 
informant 3: it has defo  facilitated people like me to fit in with the non-social aspects of 
livin in uk banking, businesses, taxes,etc 
me: ah ok... but not the social bit? 
hermesjoel: well nope atleast i dont think so.... depends on people... people who r more 
introvert get to socilaize thru iil kinda forums... many others socialize anyways 
and IIL just ads onto it 
me: ok...  Last question... In the long run, would you prefer to live and work outside 
India and keep your connections intact through social media like Orkut, or would you 
rather be in India? 
informant 3: I would like to stay in contact with frnds n folks all over the world irrelevant of 
me being in uk , india or elsewhere....social media is an absolute necessity for me to hold 
onto ties and connections....its like a book of records :) 
me: records of relationships.... 
informant 3: yes... which i normally m not good at holdin onto...lol 
me: Lovely last comments there.....I shall be ever so grateful :-) 
  Thanks for participating in the interview!!! 
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